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Executive Summary 
 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 214 “Side Impact Protection” was upgraded 
in September 20071 to incorporate an updated 50th percentile male anthropometric test device 
(ATD or crash test dummy), the ES-2re, and to add a 5th percentile female dummy (SID-IIs) to 
the test procedures. FMVSS No. 214 was also modified to add a test condition, the oblique pole. 
In the final rule, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration stated it would evaluate the 
WorldSID dummies to potentially incorporate them into the standard. In 2011 the NHTSA New 
Car Assessment Program (NCAP) test procedures were updated to add the new dummies and to 
incorporate the oblique pole test. 
 
The WorldSID 50th percentile male dummy (WSID-50M) was developed and designed beginning 
in June 1997 under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
working group on anthropomorphic test devices (TC22/SC12/WG5). It was designed to replace 
the ATD in use at the time for evaluation of vehicles in side impact testing and to harmonize with 
different countries to have one side impact 50th percentile male dummy.2 In order to evaluate the 
dummy in research crash testing, a repeatable seating procedure was developed and tested. This 
original procedure (WSID-50M_Original) was developed by NHTSA by assessing the working 
group’s seating procedure along with the current FMVSS No. 214 seating procedure for the ES-
2re. The WSID-50M_Original seating procedure was released publicly in December 2015.3 
 
Subsequent to the development of the WSID-50M_Original seating procedure, the agency 
developed a seating procedure for the THOR 50th percentile male dummy (original THOR-50M 
seating procedure), which was also released in December 2015.4 Since the THOR-50M and the 
WSID-50M are built based on the same anthropometry study, it was determined that the WSID-
50M_Original seating procedure should be revised to reflect improvements identified during the 
development of the original THOR-50M procedure and to provide more consistency between the 
dummy seating procedures for these 50th percentile male advanced ATDs. Therefore, a revised 
seating procedure for the WSID-50M (WSID-50M_Rev1) was developed, based on the original 
seating procedure for the THOR-50M. 
 
The WSID-50M was seated using both the WSID-50M_Original and the WSID-50M_Rev1 
seating procedures in six vehicles during an in-lab evaluation. The goals of the study were to 
compare the dummy positions resulting from the two seating procedures and to identify 
outstanding issues, if any, with the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. Overall, this study confirmed 
that the THOR-50M seating procedure was generally adaptable to the WSID-50M, although some 
minor modifications were made. The primary differences between the WSID-50M_Original and 
the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedures were final seat placement in relationship to mid-track, foot 
placement, and seat back/head restraint adjustment. The differences in the final dummy position 
between the two WSID-50M procedures were generally due to the differences in the final seat 
placement. 
                                                 
1 72 FR 51908, September 11, 2007. 
2 Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0002.  
3 WorldSID Seating Procedure; Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0013.  
4 THOR-50M Seating Procedure; Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0009. 
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The WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure was used in 12 side impact crash tests conducted in 
March through June 2016 at the Transportation Research Center Inc. (TRC).5 The vehicles crashed 
were the same six models used for the in-lab seating evaluation. Also, revisions to the THOR-50M 
seating procedure were done concurrently with revisions to the WSID-50M procedure6. 
Observations from the use of the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure in these crash tests, combined with 
revisions being made to the THOR-50M procedure, resulted in a second revision to the WSID-
50M procedure, WSID-50M_Rev2. The differences between the WSID-50M_Rev1 and WSID-
50M_Rev2 procedures were minor clarifications in the language and added steps in defining heel 
point when using the different styles of accelerator pedals. The WSID-50M_Rev2 procedure was 
then used to seat the dummy in a second series of six side impact crash tests, and the final dummy 
positions were evaluated. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure is very similar to the revised THOR-50M procedure, 
thus providing consistency in the procedures for these two advanced 50th percentile male 
dummies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 NHTSA Database Test Numbers 9780-9791. 
6 Louden, A. (in press). Revised THOR 50th percentile male dummy seating procedure. Washington, DC: National 
Highway Traffic Safety Association.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 214 “Side Impact Protection,” specifies 
performance requirements for protection of occupants in side impacts. The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration released a final rule in September 2007 to incorporate an updated 
50th percentile male anthropomorphic test device (ATD or dummy), the ES-2re, and to add a 5th 

percentile female dummy (SID-IIs) to the test procedures. FMVSS No. 214 was also modified 
with a new test condition, the oblique pole. In the final rule, the agency stated it would evaluate 
the WorldSID dummies to potentially incorporate them into the standard.7 In 2011 NHTSA’s New 
Car Assessment Program (NCAP) test procedures were updated to add the new dummies and to 
incorporate the oblique pole test. 
 
The WorldSID 50th percentile male dummy (WSID-50M) was developed beginning in June 1997 
under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) working group on 
Anthropomorphic Test Devices (TC22/SC12/WG5).8 It was designed to replace the 50th 
percentile ATD in use at the time for evaluation of vehicles in side impact testing and to harmonize 
with different countries to have one side impact 50th percentile male dummy.9  

 
NHTSA contracted University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) in the late 
1970’s through the early 1980’s to conduct an anthropometry of motor vehicle occupants (AMVO) 
to study humans sitting in vehicle seats. The primary goals were to develop a model to be used for 
the development of dummies of different sizes and how they sit in vehicles. The study was 
developed with consideration given to the dummy design process and consisted of measuring 
actual humans in actual vehicle seats.10 One outcome of this study was the development of a three-
dimensional manikin representing the seated posture of a typical 50th percentile male. This data 
was used to develop enhanced dummies, including the WSID-50M and the THOR 50th percentile 
male dummy (THOR-50M). 
 
The WSID-50M was designed to measure accelerations, forces, moments, and displacements in 
the side impact environment. In order to evaluate the dummy in research crash testing, a repeatable 
seating procedure was developed and tested. This original procedure (WSID-50M_Original) was 
developed by NHTSA by comparing the working group’s seating procedure with the current 
FMVSS No. 214 seating procedure for the ES-2re. The WSID-50M_Original seating procedure 

                                                 
7 FR 51908, September 11, 2007. 
8 ISO TP 17949:2013 (E). Impact test procedures for road vehicles contains a seating procedure for front outboard 
seating positions for the WorldSID 50th, which is similar to the original WorldSID procedure released by NHTSA. 
9 Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0002. 
10 Schneider, L. W., Robbins, D. H., Pflüg, M. A., & Snyder, R. G.  (1983, December). Development of 
anthropometrically based specifications for an advanced adult anthropomorphic dummy family, Volume 1-2. 
(Report Nos. UMTR 1-83-53- 1 and UMTR 1-83-53- 2).   Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Transportation 
Research Institute. 
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was used in an initial fleet evaluation (MY 2010 - MY 2012)11 and was released publicly in 
December 2015.12 
 
Subsequent to the development of the WSID-50M_Original seating procedure, the agency 
developed a seating procedure for the THOR-50M, which was also released in December 2015 
(original THOR-50M seating procedure).13 Since the THOR-50M and the WSID-50M are built 
based on the same anthropometry study, the WSID-50M_Original seating procedure was revised 
to reflect improvements identified during the development of the original THOR-50M procedure 
and to provide more consistency between the seating procedures for these 50th percentile male 
advanced ATDs. This revised procedure will be referred to as WSID-50M_Rev1. The WSID-50M 
was seated using both the WSID-50M_Original and the WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedures in 
six vehicles during an in-lab evaluation. The goal of the study was to compare the dummy positions 
resulting from the two seating procedures and to identify outstanding issues, if any, with the 
WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. It was then used in a series of 12 side impact crash tests14 and the 
details of the seating procedure are included in the Appendix of the individual crash test reports.  
 
The original THOR-50M seating procedure was then revised to reflect updates made to the THOR-
50M, additional experience using the procedure, and comments received.15 These updates were 
applied to the WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure after the initial seating study was completed, 
creating a second revision of the seating procedure for the WSID-50M (WSID-50M_Rev2). The 
WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure was then used in a series of six side impact crash tests.16 The 
WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedures for both the driver and right front passenger are located in 
Appendix A of this report. 
 
This report compares the THOR-50M and WSID-50M dimensionally, evaluates the difference 
between the original THOR-50M and WSID-50M_Original seating procedures, compares the 
WSID-50M_Original seating procedure with the WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure (which is 
based on the original THOR-50M seating procedure), outlines the changes made to create the 
WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure, and discusses the use of the WSID-50M seating procedures 
in crash testing. 
   
2 ATD Comparisons 

THOR-50M Versus WSID-50M Versus AMVO 
 
The THOR-50M and WSID-50M have anthropometry based on the AMVO dataset for a 50th 

                                                 
11 Louden, A. (2012, January). WorldSID 50th male seating evaluation and fleet testing. Society of Automotive 
Engineers Government/Industry Meeting, January 27, 2012, Washington, DC. And Louden, A., & Weston, D. 
(2014, January). WorldSID status: 50th male and 5th female. Society of Automotive Engineers, 
Government/Industry Meeting, January 22-24, 2014, Washington, DC. 
12 WorldSID-50M Seating Procedure; Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0013. 
13 THOR-50M Seating Procedure; Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0009. 
14 NHTSA Database Test Numbers: 9780-9791. 
15 Louden, A. (in press). Revised THOR 50th percentile male dummy seating procedure. Washington, DC: National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 
16 NHTSA Database Test Numbers 10051-10056. 
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percentile male. In an attempt to compare the AMVO manikin to the dummies, they were placed 
in the molded chair of the manikin. One thing to note, the manikin has molded buttocks that fit 
into the seat; the enhanced dummies were slightly wider than the manikin. 
 
An overlay of the WSID-50M and the AMVO manikin is shown below in Figure 1. The WSID-
50M upper body sits very similar to the manikin. The head CG and H-point locations are very 
similar. The knees of the WSID-50M sit slightly higher than those of the manikin, due to the shoes 
on the WSID-50M. This comparison was also discussed in a 2009 International Technical 
Conference on the Enhanced Safety of Vehicles (ESV) paper that compared the WSID-50M with 
the ES-2re.17 
 
The THOR-50M comparison to the manikin is shown in Figure 2. The THOR-50M head CG is a 
little higher and slightly rearward than that of the manikin. The H-point measurements were very 
similar, and like for the WSID-50M, the knees were higher on the dummy than the manikin, due 
to the shoes and possibly the ankle articulation on the dummy. 

  
Figure 1: WSID-50M Overlaid With AMVO Manikin 

 

                                                 

+X 

+Z 

17Louden, A. (2009, March 12). Dynamic side impact testing with the 50th percentile male WorldSID compared to 
the ES-2re (Paper No. 09-0296).  21st International Technical Conference for the Enhanced Safety of Vehicles, 
Stuttgart, Germany, June 15–18, 2009; European Enhanced Vehicle-Safety Committee Working Group. (2009, 
March 12). Status of WorldSID 50th percentile male side impact dummy. (EEVC WG12 Report Doc547).  Bron, 
France: European Enhanced Vehicle-Safety Committee. 
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Figure 2: THOR-50M Overlaid With AMVO Manikin 
 

Table 1 shows dimensions for both the enhanced dummies and the manikin. Overall, both the 
THOR-50M and WSID-50M sit very similar to the AMVO manikin and to each other, as shown 
in Figure 3. 

Table 1: ATD - Manikin Landmark Location 

 Head CG H-point Knee Ankle 
 X Z X Z X Z X Z 
Manikin -7 -679 182 -36 584 -165 865 150 
WorldSID 1 -687 192 -28 579 -211 851 97 
THOR (molded shoe) -15 -693 193 -32 577 -209 868 89 

Measurements in millimeters with respect to bolt indicated in 
Figures 1-3. 
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Figure 3: WSID-50M Overlaid With THOR-50M 

 
Dummy Dimensional Differences 
For comparison, additional measurements are shown in Table 2 for the ES-2re, WSID-50M, and 
THOR-50M. Dimensional differences between the ES-2re and WSID-50M were discussed in the 
2009 ESV paper. It was summarized that the WSID-50M was dimensionally different in both 
overall measurements and in the seated posture, thus the reason for a different seating 
procedure.18  

Table 2: Dimensions of the Dummies 

Dimensions ES-2RE WSID-50M THOR-50M 
Sitting Height (erect) 920 mm 870 mm 940 mm 
Sitting Height (neck/torso) 660 mm 600 mm 664 mm 
H-Point to Knee Pivot 395 mm 430 mm 430 mm 
Knee Joint to Ankle Pivot 416 mm 419 mm 420 mm 
Leg Length 452 mm 555 mm 569 mm 
Shoulder Width 485 mm 480 mm 489 mm 
Thorax Width 337 mm 371 mm 295 mm 
Pelvis Width 355 mm 410 mm 402 mm 

 
Figure 4 shows the ES-2re, the WSID-50M, and the THOR-50M seated beside each other for 
comparison purposes. 

                                                 
18 Louden, 2009; European Enhanced Vehicle- Safety Committee Working Group, 2009. 
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Figure 4: ES-2re, WSID-50M, and THOR-50M Dummies 
 

 
According to the latest ISO documentation, the WSID-50M corresponds to a human that stands 
175 cm tall (5 ft 9 in) (although it cannot actually take on a standing posture) and weighs 74.4 
kilograms (164.0 lb) in the suited, half-arm configuration.19 This compares well to the average 
height (172 cm, or 5 ft 7 in) and weight (80.6 kg, or 177.7 lb) of front seat occupants injured in 
collisions with passenger vehicles and narrow objects.20  

Tilt Sensor Differences 
Both the WSID-50M and THOR-50M have internal digital tilt sensors to measure certain body 
component angles that are used to aid in seating the dummy. The THOR-50M has five tilt sensors 
that include head, T1 spine, T6 spine, T12 spine, and pelvis.21 The original THOR-50M seating 
procedure uses the head and pelvis tilt sensors and monitors but does not specify the angle of 
the three spine sensors. The head tilt sensor is mounted in the skull of the dummy and is used to 
determine the angle of the head instrumentation plate. The original THOR-50M seating 
procedure specified a head tilt sensor reading of -2.5 ± 1 degrees (about the Y-axis) because of 
how the head and neck are constructed on the dummy, which corresponds to an overall neutral 
seating position for the entire dummy. The neck of the THOR-50M is not adjustable for use in 
seating the dummy and is set at the neutral position. The head sometimes interacts with the head 
restraint, so a head position within the specified range is not always achieved when positioning 
this dummy. The THOR-50M pelvis tilt sensor is located in the rear of the pelvis inside the 

                                                 
19 The mass of this dummy when suited with full arms is 78.3 kg (172.6 lb). All dummy weights can be found in 
ISO Technical Specification, ISO/TS 15830-5 (revised 9-Jul-15). 
20 Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0002; see Real-World Data section. 
21 Humanetics Innovative Solutions. (n.a.). Humanetics User Manual. Farmington Hills, MI: Author.  
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dummy. The dummy is seated with a pelvic angle range of 32 ± 2.5 degrees (about the Y-axis). 
 
The WSID-50M has three tilt sensors located on the head, torso, and pelvis.22  Like the THOR-
50M, the head tilt sensor is located inside the skull to determine if the head is level. The WSID-
50M_Original seating procedure specifies a head specification of 0 ± 2.5 degrees (about the Y-
axis). The neck of the WSID-50M is adjustable, which allows the head to be adjusted to possibly 
achieve the head angle within its specifications. The thorax tilt sensor is located at the T1 
location and is just monitored for the seating procedure. The WSID-50M pelvis tilt sensor is 
mounted inside of the pelvic bone at the rear of the pelvis at an angle that corresponds to the H-
point tool angle of 45 ± 2 degrees; which correlates to a reading of 0 degrees (about the Y-axis) 
on the tilt sensor. 

3 WorldSID and THOR Seating Procedures Comparison 
 
As mentioned previously, the original WSID-50M seating procedure was revisited to determine 
if the original THOR-50M seating procedure could be used for the WSID-50M. The main 
differences between these two seating procedures are final seat placement in relationship to mid-
track, foot placement, seat back and head restraint adjustment, and tilt sensor tolerances. 

Seat Position and H-Point 
Both seating procedures for the WSID-50M and THOR-50M use the SAE J826 H-point machine 
(OSCAR)23 to determine the seating H-point. One difference is that the original THOR-50M 
procedure uses the OSCAR with the seat at mid-track position and the WSID-50M_Original 
procedure positions the seat 20 millimeters rearward of mid-track. For both procedures, the target 
dummy H-point is 20 millimeters forward of the OSCAR H-point, relative to the seat. 
 
Since the WSID-50M and THOR-50M have longer legs than those of the current dummies 
(Hybrid III and ES-2re), the mid-track seat position does not allow for sufficient clearance 
between the dummy knees and the instrument panel in some vehicles. The WSID-50M_Original 
procedure addressed the issue of leg room by always positioning the seat 20 millimeters rear of 
mid-track and did not allow the seat to be moved forward if there was additional space. The 
original THOR-50M procedure begins the dummy placement with the seat positioned up to 25 
millimeters rearward of mid-track and allows for seat movement as far forward as the mid-track 
position, while maintaining the dummy H-point relative to the seat. The “up to” 25 millimeters 
movement was based on detent spacing. The majority of seats have 4 to 12 millimeters of spacing 
between each detent, and frequently there is no detent exactly at 25 millimeters rearward of mid-
track. The mid-track seat position is achieved in vehicles with sufficient leg room to 
accommodate the longer legs of the dummies. 
 
Both the seating procedures initially place the seat in the rear most position, and the range of 
seat pan angles is determined at that location. The seat pan is then placed in the mid-angle 

                                                 
22 Ibid..  
23 SAE. (1995, July). J826: Devices for use in defining and measuring vehicle seating accommodation.  Warrendale, 
PA: Society of Automotive Engineers. [Note: in 2006 the society changed its name to SAE International. J826 has 
been rewvised 11 times; the current version is J826_201511.] 
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adjustment while at the lowest height adjustment, and these positions are maintained throughout 
the positioning of the seat in the fore/aft adjustment. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure incorporates the seat positioning procedures adopted 
for the original THOR-50M seating procedure, for both H-point determination and dummy 
placement. 

Foot Placement 
The foot placement procedures for the two seating procedures are similar, but there are a few 
differences. First, the original THOR-50M procedure for the driver’s side more objectively 
determines right foot placement by defining a heel point (RHP) as the accelerator pedal center 
point (PRP) translated vertically, straight down to the floorpan, as shown in Figure 5. The left 
heel placement is determined by placing the left foot on the footrest, if one exists. If there is not 
a footrest, the left foot is placed in the same vehicle YZ-plane as the right heel point, such that 
the left and right heel points are equidistant from the seat centerline.24  

 
Another important difference is that foot placement is one of the last dummy positioning steps in 
the WSID-50M_Original procedure. For the original THOR-50M procedure, foot placement is 
done before the final seat position is determined. This allows the dummy’s legs to be properly 
placed as the seat is moved forward, so if there is instrument panel interaction, it can be determined 
in a repeatable method. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure adopts the foot placement procedures developed for the 
original THOR-50M seating procedure. 
 

 
Figure 5: Foot Placement Diagram 

Seat Back Adjustment/ Head Restraint 
The WSID-50M and the THOR-50M have different head and neck assemblies that affect the 
seating procedures. The WSID-50M has an adjustable head and neck assembly (Figure 6). The 

                                                 
24 THOR-50M Seating Procedure; Docket number NHTSA-2015-0119-0009. 
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WSID-50M_Original procedure positions the head restraint in the highest full forward position. 
If there is head restraint interaction and/or the head is not level, the head/neck assembly is 
adjusted accordingly. 
 

 
Figure 6: WSID-50M Head/Neck Adjustment 

The THOR-50M head and neck design does not allow for the neck to be easily adjusted for 
seating. It is set to the neutral position for use in crash testing (Figure 7).  
 

Figure 7: THOR-50M Neck Setup for Use in Crash Testing 

The original THOR-50M procedure places the head restraint in the highest rearward position to 
minimize head restraint interference. It was observed in the development of the THOR-50M 
seating procedure that by placing the restraint in this position, there was less interference with 
the head. If the dummy’s head is not within the angle specification and contacts the head restraint, 
to bring the head angle within specification, the original THOR-50M procedure allows for seat 
back movement of not more than two degrees from manufacture’s recommended angle. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure adopts the head restraint position used for the original THOR-
50M procedure. However, since the WSID-50M head and neck assembly is adjustable, unlike 
for the THOR-50M, the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure allows adjusting the neck as priority over 
moving the seatback, if needed to get the head angle within specification. 
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Tilt Sensors 
The WSID-50M_Original procedure uses the head and pelvis tilt sensors to position the dummy 
properly in the seat. The seating procedure has the following specifications for the tilt sensors: 
head 0 ± 2.5 degrees and pelvis 0 ± 2.5 degrees (both about the Y-axis). The original THOR-
50M seating procedure also uses the head and pelvis tilt sensors to position the dummy with the 
following specifications: pelvis adjusted first to 33 ± 2.5 degrees and head adjusted to -2.5 ± 1 
degree (both about the Y-axis). The original THOR-50M procedure has different specifications 
because of the build shape of the dummy and location of the tilt sensors inside of the dummy. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure maintains use of the tilt sensor specifications and 
tolerances as described in the WSID-50M_Original procedure. 
 
4 WorldSID Seating Procedure Evaluation: Original Versus Revision 1 
 
Six vehicles of various size and class (Table 3) were evaluated with the WSID-50M. The WSID-
50M was positioned in both the driver and right front passenger positions using the WSID-
50M_Original and WSID-50M_Rev 1 seating procedures. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
the primary differences between the two procedures were final seat placement in relationship to 
mid-track, foot placement, and seat back/head restraint adjustment. The goals of the study were 
to compare the dummy positions resulting from the two seating procedures and to identify 
outstanding issues, if any, with the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. 
 

Table 3: Vehicle Selection 
 
Vehicle Type 

 
Size 

Model 
Year 

 
Make 

 
Model 

 
Passenger 

Compact 2016 Honda Fit 
Mid-Size 2016 Chevrolet Malibu 

SUV/ 
Crossover 

Compact 2016 Nissan Rogue 
Large 2016 Chevrolet Tahoe 

Truck Mid-Size 2016 Ford F150 
Van Mini-Van 2016 Toyota Sienna 

 

Seating Evaluation Observations: Driver’s Side 
 
The WSID-50M was positioned in the vehicles using both the WSID-50M_Original and WSID-
50M_Rev1 procedures. The final positions were compared, and the outcomes were evaluated to 
determine if there were potential issues with the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. The major 
difference between the two procedures was that in four of the six vehicles evaluated, the vehicle 
seat could be moved to mid-track for the final position with the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. 
Key landmarks from the driver position measurements are plotted in Appendix B. 
 
The four vehicles for which the seat could be moved forward to mid-track using the WSID-
50M_Rev1 procedure were the 2016 Chevrolet Malibu, 2016 Chevrolet Tahoe, 2016 Toyota 
Sienna, and 2016 Ford F150. All these vehicles had ample space to accommodate the longer legs 
of the ATD. The feet were placed using the right and left heel point/footrest methodology 
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without issue. Shown in Figure 8 is the WSID-50M seated using the WSID-50M_Rev1 
procedure in the 2016 Chevrolet Malibu. 
 

Figure 8: WSID-50M_Rev1 Seating Procedure in 2016 Chevrolet Malibu 
 

The two vehicles in which the seat could not get to the mid-track position when using the WSID-
50M_Rev1 were the 2016 Honda Fit and the 2016 Nissan Rogue. It was observed when seating 
the dummy in these two vehicles that the legs contacted the instrument panel or steering column 
area. For this procedure, the final seating position is determined when the legs interact with the 
instrument panel or steering column (minimum 5 mm clearance) or when the seat has reached 
mid-track, whichever occurs first as the seat is moved forward. 
 
For the 2016 Honda Fit, the final seat position was 20 millimeters rearward of mid-track using 
the WSID-50M_Original procedure. When using the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure, the final seat 
position was 14 millimeters rearward of mid-track, since that is where the knees interacted with 
the instrument panel (Figure 9). Using the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure, the head center of 
gravity (CG) was 11 millimeters forward and 4 millimeters higher than the head CG resulting 
from use of the WSID-50M_Original procedure. Likewise, the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure 
resulted in an H-point location that was five millimeters forward and two millimeters lower than 
that resulting from the WSID-50M_Original procedure. 
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Figure 9: Knee to Instrument Panel Interaction in  

2016 Honda Fit and 2016 Nissan Rogue 
 

For the 2016 Nissan Rogue, the final seat position was 20 millimeters rearward of mid-track for 
both procedures. When comparing various dummy landmarks (i.e., head CG, shoulder, H-point, 
knee), the two procedures produced very similar final positions. Figure 10 shows the measured 
landmarks with respect to the driver’s side door latch striker. The WSID-50M_Original 
procedure landmarks are shown with green triangles and the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure 
landmarks are shown with blue triangles. The head and pelvis tilt sensor angles were also very 
similar, as shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Dummy Tilt Sensor Angles for the 2016 Nissan Rogue 

 Head CG Pelvis Thorax 
 X/Y X/Y X/Y 
WSID-50M_Orig -0.2/-2.2 1.4/1.8 1.2/-1.6 

WSID-50M_Rev1 -0.3 /-2.2 1.3/1.9 1.2/-1.7 
 

Honda Fit Nissan Rogue 
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Figure 10: WSID-50M_Original Versus WSID-50M_Rev1 

In this evaluation two of the six vehicles, the Chevrolet Tahoe and Chevrolet Malibu, required 
neck adjustment to obtain a head angle of 0 ± 2.5 degrees (about the Y-axis). This occurred using 
both procedures. The necks were adjusted three notches downward, bringing the head more 
rearward to obtain zero degrees.  
 
None of the vehicles in this seating evaluation had interaction between the head and the head 
restraint. For example, in the 2016 Nissan Rogue, the head did not contact the head restraint 
(Figure 11). Since the resulting head tilt sensor angle was -2.2 degrees (about the Y-axis), which 
is within tolerance, the neck was not adjusted. If the tilt sensor angle had been out of tolerance, 
per the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure, the seatback could have been adjusted up to two degrees 
to make the head within specification. Seat back adjustment was not allowed in the WSID-
50M_Original procedure. 
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Figure 11: 2016 Nissan Rogue Head Position 
 

By adjusting the neck, the seatback did not need to be moved for the WSID-50M in any of the 
vehicles evaluated for this study. It is anticipated that some vehicles may need seatback 
movement to get the head angle within tolerance, due to head restraint interference. However, 
adjusting the neck would be the first step in leveling the head, followed by moving the seatback. 

Seating Evaluation Observations: Passenger’s Side 
The WSID-50M was seated using the WSID-50M_Original procedure and the WSID-
50M_Rev1 procedure one time each in the right front passenger seat position. Three of the six 
passenger seats could be moved to mid-track when using the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. The 
vehicles in which the seat could not be positioned at mid-track were the following: 2016 Toyota 
Sienna (20 mm rearward), 2016 Honda Fit (42 mm rearward), and 2016 Nissan Rogue (10 mm 
rearward). Foot placement per the procedures was not an issue. A general observation of the 
passenger side seat positioning was that the instrument panel was slightly angled (passenger 
occupant leg area was different for both legs), such that the left knee usually made first contact. 
(Figure 12). This would prevent the seat from moving more forward. Both procedures allow 
for some lateral knee/foot movement for potential fit issues. 
 
The Honda Fit was an outlier, in that to avoid knee to instrument panel contact, the passenger 
seat position was 42 millimeters rearward of mid-track (Figure 12). This demonstrated that the 
WSID-50M_Original procedure, which always places the seat 20 millimeters rearward of mid-
track, does not produce sufficient leg room for the WSID-50M in some vehicles. Similarly, the 
seat positioning procedure for WSID-50M_Rev1 was modified from that stated in Chapter 4 to 
allow the initial seat position to be more than ‘up to 25 millimeters’ rearward, if necessary. 
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Figure 12: 2016 Honda Fit Knee Interaction With the Dash 

Neck adjustment to put the head tilt sensor angle within tolerance was only necessary in the 2016 
Chevrolet Tahoe, in both procedures. Key landmarks from the right front position measurements 
are plotted in Appendix C. 

Seating Evaluation Observations: Overall  
Tables 5 and 6 list the driver and right front passenger head CG and H-point final measurements 
for all six vehicles, and they list the differences between these measurements for the WSID-
50M_Original and WSID-50M_Rev1 procedures. It can be observed that the differences in the 
dummy position between the two procedures are generally due to the differences in the final seat 
placement. The largest differences occurred in the X direction measurements for vehicles in 
which the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure allowed the seat to be moved to mid-track. For example, 
in the 2016 Ford F150 driver position, the differences in the X direction were 27 millimeters for 
the head CG and 18 millimeters for the H-point. The seat was moved to mid-track when using 
the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure, which was approximately 20 millimeters forward of the seat 
position when the WSID-50M_Original procedure was used. This is also shown on the 
passenger’s side of the 2016 Chevrolet Malibu, with the head CG and H-point differences being 
26 millimeters and 17 millimeters, respectively.  
 
Using the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure, the driver seat remained rearward of mid-track in two 
of the six vehicles, and the passenger seat remained rearward of mid-track in three of the six 
vehicles. There was no head to head restraint interaction in any of the six vehicles, but to get the 
head angle within tolerance, the head/neck was adjusted in two vehicles on the driver’s side and 
in one vehicle on the passenger’s side. The seatback was not moved in any of the vehicles 
evaluated. It is anticipated that some vehicles may need seatback movement to get the head angle 
within tolerance, due to head restraint interference. However, adjusting the neck would be the 
first step in leveling the head, followed by moving the seatback. 
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Table 5: Driver Side Head CG and H-Point Differences 

 WSID-50M_Rev1 WSID-50M_Original Difference 
Head CG H-Point Head CG H-Point Head CG H-Point 

X Z X Z X Z X Z X Z X Z 
2016 Ford F-150 171 -621 313 40 143 -621 295 38 27 0 18 2 
2016 Chevrolet Malibu 25 -515 150 154 11 -515 135 152 14 0 14 2 
2016 Chevrolet Tahoe 81 -641 198 28 59 -644 179 27 22 3 19 1 
2016 Toyota Sienna 74 -511 236 155 55 -509 219 156 19 -2 17 -1 
2016 Honda Fit * 95 -609 243 56 85 -605 238 55 10 -4 5 2 
2016 Nissan Rogue ** 127 -584 264 75 125 -585 267 72 2 2 -3 3 

+X= WSID-50M_Rev1 
FWD of WSID-
50M_Original 
+Z= WSID-50M_Rev1 

  
 

*Seat was 14 mm rear of mid-track using the 
WSID-50M Rev1 procedure 

 

**Seat was 20 mm rear of mid-track using the 
WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure 

 
Table 6: Right Front Passenger Side Head CG and H-Point CG Differences 

 WSID-50M_Rev1 WSID-50M_Original Difference 
 Head CG H-Point Head CG H-Point Head CG H-Point 
 X Z X Z X Z X Z X Z X Z 
2016 Ford F-150 192 -625 336 38 180 -627 324 36 12 2 12 2 
2016 Chevrolet Malibu 51 -521 153 149 25 -518 136 153 26 -3 17 -3 
2016 Chevrolet Tahoe 83 -670 214 -4 60 -675 192 -7 24 5 22 3 
2016 Toyota Sienna** 94 -509 242 151 100 -515 233 150 -6 6 9 1 
2016 Honda Fit *** 62 -594 213 69 68 -593 211 72 -5 -2 2 -3 
2016 Nissan Rogue * 140 -581 280 81 128 -582 269 80 12 1 11 0 

+X= WSID-50M_Rev1 
FWD of WSID-
50M_Original 
+Z= WSID-50M_Rev1 
lower than WSID-
50M Original 
 
 
 
 
 

*Seat was 10 mm rear of mid-track using the 
WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure  
**Seat was 20 mm rear of mid-track using the 
WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure 
***Seat was 42 mm rear of mid-track using the 
WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure 
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5 WorldSID Seating Procedure Evaluation: Dynamic Crash Testing and 
Revision 2 

 
First Crash Test Series (WSID_50M_Rev1) 
 
Additional evaluation of the WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure was conducted based on its use 
in a series of dynamic side impact crash tests conducted at the Transportation Research Center Inc. 
(TRC). Six different vehicle models were tested in both the oblique pole25 and the moving 
deformable barrier (MDB)26 test modes using the WSID-50M in place of the ES-2re, for a total of 
12 tests.27 
 
The first series of tests used the WSID-50_Rev1 seating procedure with the WSID-50M as the 
driver position. Table 7 shows the vehicles that were tested. Data from these tests are available on 
the NHTSA vehicle crash test database and can be accessed using the NHTSA test numbers listed 
in the table. This report only discusses the observations of the seating procedure.  
 

Table 7: Test Matrix for Crash Tests (WSID-50M_Rev1 Procedure) 

NHTSA Test 
No. 

 
Vehicle 

Oblique 
Pole 

 
MDB 

9780/9786 2016 Nissan Rogue X X 
9781/9788 2016 Chevrolet Tahoe X X 
9782/9787 2016 Chevrolet Malibu X X 
9783/9789 2016 Honda Fit X X 
9784/9791 2016 Ford F-150 Supercrew X X 
9785/9790 2015 Toyota Sienna X X 

 
This series of crash tests used the same vehicles that were used in the in-lab seating evaluation 
study discussed previously in this report. Staff at the TRC crash test facility were given the WSID-
50M_Rev1 seating procedure for use, and they were advised to use the outcomes from the in-lab 
seating evaluation study as a reference, since the vehicles were the same. The procedure was 
primarily assessed for feasibility, not for repeatability, although some comparisons were made 
since both oblique pole and MDB tests were conducted on the same model vehicles. To compare 
the overall measurements, key landmark locations were used and are shown in Table 8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
25 Oblique Pole Test Procedure, October 2014. 
26 SNCAP Test Procedure, October 2014. 
27 NHTSA Database Test Numbers 9780-9791. 
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Table 8: Key Landmark Location Differences Using WSID-50M_Rev1 

  MDB POLE Difference 
Vehicle Landmark Location x z x z x z 
2016 Nissan  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 129.0 -585.8 119.3 -579.4 9.7 6.4 
Rogue DRIVER H-POINT 269.0 81.4 265.5 80.9 3.5 0.5 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 681.5 -28.3 673.0 -23.5 8.5 4.8 

2016 Chevrolet  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 78.0 -633.8 74.5 -634.3 3.6 0.5 
Tahoe DRIVER H-POINT 202.1 36.6 199.5 39.5 2.6 2.8 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 618.3 -101.7 616.7 -93.8 1.6 7.9 

2016 Chevy  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG -1.6 -508.0 8.2 -509.0 9.7 0.9 
Malibu DRIVER H-POINT 142.8 160.6 147.0 154.9 4.2 5.8 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 552.4 21.2 561.1 31.7 8.8 10.5 

2016 Honda  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 96.6 -594.6 92.3 -603.2 4.4 8.6 
Fit DRIVER H-POINT 239.1 64.7 241.5 55.9 2.5 8.8 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 644.2 -56.9 664.0 -75.5 19.8 18.6 

2016 Ford  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 193.0 -614.7 188.2 -618.4 4.8 3.6 
F150 DRIVER H-POINT 329.5 43.9 326.4 48.0 3.1 4.1 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 755.5 -46.9 749.7 -47.5 5.8 0.6 

2016 Toyota  DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 82.0 -500.0 86.9 -500.3 4.9 0.3 
Sienna  DRIVER H-POINT 238.6 158.8 237.4 159.3 1.3 0.6 

  
DRIVER OUTBOARD 
KNEE 640.5 44.5 655.9 49.0 15.3 4.5 

**Measurements were taken from the driver’s side striker 
 
Comparing the seating measurements in the two test modes, the head CG and H-point locations 
were very similar. Differences for the head CG ranged from 3.6 to 9.7 millimeters in the horizontal 
(X) direction and from 0.3 to 8.6 millimeters in the vertical (Z) direction. Differences for the H-
point ranged from 1.3 to 4.2 millimeters in the horizontal (X) direction and from 0.5 to 8.8 
millimeters in the vertical (Z) direction. The differences in head CG location could be due to 
adjusting the neck more in one test versus the other, but unfortunately, not all the crash test reports 
documented if the dummy’s neck was adjusted. The outboard knee was similar in four of the six 
vehicles, but lack of clarity in the language on where to place the leg or where to establish the 
landmark position could have led to differences. The final seat positions for the Nissan Rogue and 
the Honda Fit were rearward of mid-track in both the in-lab study and the crash tests. Table 9 
summarizes general information about the final seat and dummy positions in the crash tests. 
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Table 9: General Observations of Final Seating in Crash Test Series 1  
(WSID-50M_Rev1 Procedure)  

 

Vehicle 
Seat  

Position 
Neck  

Adjustment 
Seatback  
Adjusted 

2016 Nissan Rogue (Pole) 20 mm RWD of mid-track not recorded N 
2016 Nissan Rogue (MDB) 20 mm RWD of mid-track 2 notches N 
2016 Chevrolet Tahoe (Pole) Mid-track 4 notches N 
2016 Chevrolet Tahoe (MDB) Mid-track 3 notches N 
2016 Chevrolet Malibu (Pole) Mid-track 2 notches N 
2016 Chevrolet Malibu (MDB) Mid-track not recorded N 
2016 Honda Fit (Pole) 20 mm RWD of mid-track not recorded N 
2016 Honda Fit (MDB) 20 mm RWD of mid-track not recorded N 
2016 Ford F-150 Supercrew (Pole) Mid-track 2 notches N 
2016 Ford F-150 Supercrew 
(MDB) Mid-track not recorded N 
2015 Toyota Sienna (Pole) Mid-track not recorded Y 
2015 Toyota Sienna (MDB) Mid-track not recorded Y 

 
Revision 2 and Second Crash Test Series 

As discussed previously, there were revisions to the THOR-50M seating procedure being done 
concurrently with revisions to the WSID-50M procedure. Observations from the use of the WSID-
50M_Rev1 procedure in the first series of crash tests, combined with revisions being made to the 
THOR-50M procedure, resulted in a second revision to the WSID-50M procedure, WSID-
50M_Rev2. The differences between the WSID-50M_Rev1 and WSID-50M_Rev2 procedures 
were minor clarifications in the language and added steps in defining heel point when using the 
different styles of accelerator pedals. The WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure can be found in 
Appendix A. 
 
A second series of crash tests was conducted using the WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure. This 
series of crash tests consisted of five vehicle models and six crash tests (Table 10).28 The revised 
seating procedure, WSID-50M_Rev2, was given to the test lab again to evaluate feasibility. This 
series had only one vehicle, the 2016 Toyota Prius, used in both crash modes. Comparing the two 
sets of seating measurements for the driver position, the key landmarks were very similar except 
for the inboard knee (16-millimeter X direction). The driver outboard heel measurement was not 
taken in the first test, so no comparison could be made. The measurements are shown in Table 11. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
28 NHTSA Database Test Numbers 10051-10056 
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Table 10: Test Matrix for Second Series of Crash Tests 

(WSID-50M_Rev2 Procedure) 

 
NHTSA 

No. 
 

Vehicle 
Oblique 

Pole 
 

MDB 
10051/10054 2016 Toyota Prius X X 
10056 2016 Nissan Versa  X 
10055 2016 Hyundai Veloster  X 
10052 2016 Jeep Patriot X  
10053 2016 Ford Expedition X  

 

Table 11: Toyota Prius Seating Measurements 

 MDB POLE Difference 
Landmark Location X z x z x z 
DRIVER OSCAR H-POINT 194.4 222.1 193.1 216.4 1.3 5.7 
DRIVER LEFT HEAD CG 100.3 -457.7 97.2 -463.0 3.1 5.3 
DRIVER SHOULDER 44.2 -209.9 36.1 -217.4 8.1 7.5 
DRIVER H-POINT 214.9 203.0 213.7 197.5 1.2 5.5 
DRIVER OUTBOARD KNEE 613.1 44.7 612.7 49.9 0.3 5.2 
DRIVER INBOARD KNEE 643.5 71.8 627.4 77.5 16.1 5.6 
DRIVER OUTBOARD ANKLE 885.9 368.6 888.0 359.3 2.2 9.3 
DRIVER INBOARD ANKLE 922.2 361.9 923.1 365.0 0.9 3.1 
DRIVER OUTBOARD HEEL n/a n/a 914.0 491.1 n/a n/a 
DRIVER INBOARD HEEL 954.3 493.1 957.7 489.3 3.4 3.8 

 **Measurements were taken from the driver’s side striker 
 
Tilt sensors were within the specified tolerance of ± 2.5 degrees (about the Y-axis), with the 
average for both the head CG and H-point tilt sensors being closer to ±1 degree. In all the vehicles, 
the dummy neck was adjusted by one to three notches, as the procedure suggests to level the head. 
There were two vehicles in which the final seat position was rearward of mid-track, the 2016 
Nissan Versa and the 2016 Jeep Patriot. Table 12 summarizes the seat positions and neck 
adjustments for this series of tests.  
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Table 12: General Observations of Final Seating in Crash Test Series 2 

Vehicle 
Seat  

Position 
Neck  

Adjustment 
Seatback  
Adjusted 

2016 Toyota Prius (Pole) Mid-track 3 notches No 
2016 Toyota Prius (MDB) Mid-track 3 notches No 
2016 Nissan Versa 20 mm RWD of Mid-track 1 notch No 
2016 Hyundai Veloster Mid-track 3 notches No 
2016 Jeep Patriot 15 mm RWD of Mid-track 2 notches No 
2016 Ford Expedition Mid-track 3 notches No 

 
Measurements from both series of the crash tests for the driver dummy position can be found in 
the crash test reports located in the NHTSA vehicle crash test database.29  

6  Summary   
 
Since the THOR-50M and the WSID-50M are built based on the same anthropometry study, the 
original seating procedure for the WSID-50M was revised to reflect improvements identified 
during the development of the original THOR-50M procedure and to provide more consistency 
between the seating procedures for these 50th percentile male advanced dummies. The WSID-
50M was seated using both the WSID-50M_Original and WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedures 
in six vehicles during an in-lab evaluation. The goals of the study were to compare the dummy 
positions resulting from the two seating procedures and to identify outstanding issues, if any, 
with the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure. Overall, this study confirmed that the THOR-50M seating 
procedure was generally adaptable to the WSID-50M, although some minor modifications were 
made.  
 
The primary differences between the WSID-50M_Original and WSID-50M_Rev1 procedures 
were final seat placement in relationship to mid-track, foot placement, and seat back/head 
restraint adjustment. The WSID-50M_Original procedure always positions the seat 20 
millimeters rearward of mid-track. The WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure begins with the seat 
rearward of mid-track, but it allows for the seat to be moved forward to mid-track or until there 
is leg to instrument panel interaction, whichever occurs first. Using the WSID-50M_Rev1 
procedure, the driver seat remained rearward of mid-track in two of the six vehicles, and the 
passenger seat remained rearward of mid-track in three of the six vehicles. There was no head to 
head restraint interaction in any of the six vehicles, but to get the head angle within tolerance, the 
head/neck was adjusted in two vehicles on the driver’s side and in one vehicle on the passenger’s 
side. The seatback was not moved in any of the vehicles evaluated. It is anticipated that some 
vehicles may need seatback movement to get the head angle within tolerance, due to head 
restraint interference. However, adjusting the neck would be the first step in leveling the head, 
followed by moving the seatback. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev1 seating procedure was used in a series of side impact crash tests that used 
the same six vehicle models as the in-lab evaluation. Also, revisions to the THOR-50M seating 
                                                 
29 NHTSA Database Test Numbers 9780-9791 and 10051-10056. 
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procedure were being done concurrently with revisions to the WSID-50M procedure. 
Observations from the use of the WSID-50M_Rev1 procedure in these crash tests, combined 
with revisions being made to the THOR-50M procedure, resulted in a second revision to the 
WSID-50M procedure, WSID-50M_Rev2. The differences between the WSID-50M_Rev1 and 
WSID-50M_Rev2 procedures were minor clarifications in the language and added steps in 
defining heel point when using the different styles of accelerator pedals. The WSID-50M_Rev2 
procedure was then used to seat the dummy in a second series of six side impact crash tests, and 
the final dummy positions were evaluated. 
 
The WSID-50M_Rev2 seating procedure is very similar to the revised THOR-50M procedure, 
thus providing consistency in the procedures for these two advanced 50th percentile male 
dummies. 
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APPENDIX A: NHTSA WSID-50M_Rev2 Seating Procedure 
 
Seating and Positioning Procedures for the WorldSID 50th Percentile Male 
Dummy (WSID-50M) – Driver Position 
 
1 Determine the seat type 

Visually inspect the seats to determine type (i.e., bucket or bench). 
  Bench 
  Bucket 

2 Position lumbar supports 
 
Position the seat's adjustable lumbar supports to the lowest, retracted, or deflated adjustment 
positions. 
  N/A No lumbar adjustment 

3 Position additional supports 
 
Position any adjustable parts of the seat that provide additional support so that they are in 
the lowest or most open adjustment position. 
  N/A No additional support adjustment 

4 Position leg supports 
 
Position an adjustable leg support system in its rearmost position. 
  N/A No adjustable leg support system 

5 Mark the centerline of the seat using a vehicle longitudinal, vertical (XZ) plane 
(complete ONLY the one that is applicable to seat being marked) 

5.1 Bucket Seat: For future reference, locate and mark the line on the seat cushion 
that is the intersection of the XZ plane which passes through the centerline of the 
seat and the seat cushion upper surface. 

5.2 Bench Seat: For future reference, locate and mark the line on the seat cushion that 
is the intersection of the XZ plane which passes through the centerline of the 
steering wheel and the seat cushion upper surface. 

6 Determine the type of accelerator pedal in the vehicle in order to mark the Right Heel 
Point (RHP). It is suggested to do the measurements using a Coordinate-Measuring 
Machine (CMM). 

6.1 Is it a suspended accelerator pedal? If so, use the procedures detailed in step 7, 
and then go to step 9. 

 6.2 Is it a floor-mounted accelerator pedal? If so, skip step 7 and use the procedures 
detailed in step 8, and then go to step 9. 
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7 Locate and mark the Heel Points (RHP and LHP) on the floor pan with a suspended 
accelerator pedal. (For a floor-mounted pedal, proceed to step 8.)  

 

 
    

7.1 Place adjustable pedals in the full forward position (towards the front of the 
vehicle). 

   N/A the pedals are not adjustable. 

7.2 Using the diagram and steps below, locate the Pedal Reference Point (PRP) on the 
accelerator pedal (using a measurement device such as a flexible tape measure, 
CMM, and/or calipers).  

 

7.2.1 Measure the accelerator pedal length (PL) along the surface of the pedal 
from the top most edge/point to the bottom most edge/point. Record the 
length:_________. Calculate 50% of this length (0.5PL). Establish the 
pedal reference line (PRL) by marking a line in the y-direction on the 
pedal surface at the mid-point of the PL. 

 

 

7.2.2 Measure the accelerator pedal width along the PRL. Establish the pedal 
reference point (PRP) by marking the midpoint of the PRL.  

7.3 Using a measurement device (e.g., CMM, 200 mm bar, calipers), locate a point on 
the floor pan that is 200 mm from PRP and is in the vehicle’s longitudinal, 
vertical (XZ) plane passing through PRP. This is the right heel point (RHP). 
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7.4 Mark a line (L1) along the surface of the pedal and the floor pan that passes 
through PRP, RHP and is in the vehicle longitudinal, vertical (XZ) plane.  

 

 

 

7.5 Translate and mark the seat centerline on the floor pan. The lines on the seat and 
floor pan should be in the same vehicle XZ plane.  

7.6 Measure the distance in the y-direction (D) from the seat centerline to L1. Record 
the value:__________. 

 

 
7.6.1 Measure and mark a point on the floor pan to the left of the seat 

centerline (looking toward the front of the vehicle) that is the same 
distance (D) from the seat centerline and is in the same vehicle lateral, 
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vertical (YZ) plane. This is the left heel point (LHP).  
 
7.6.2 Mark a line (T1) on the floor pan through RHP and LHP. 

 
7.6.3 Mark a line (L2) on the floor pan that is in a vehicle XZ plane and that 

passes through LHP.  
 

7.7 Mark two lines on the floor pan parallel to line T1; the first 10 mm forward and 
the second 10 mm rearward of T1. The zone between these two lines will be used 
for placement of both the left and right heels and will be referred to as the heel 
point zone. 

 
8 Locate and mark the Heel Points (RHP and LHP) on the floor pan with a floor-

mounted accelerator pedal. (Use step 7 for a suspended pedal.) 
 

   
 

8.1 Using the diagram below, locate the Pedal Reference Point (PRP) and the Right 
Heel Point (RHP) using a measurement device such as a tape measure, CMM, 200 
mm bar, and/or calipers. Use the active part of the pedal, which is defined as the 
moveable part of the floor-mounted pedal.  
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8.1.1 Determine the overall pedal length (PL) on the active pedal, as measured 
along the surface of the moveable pedal from the top most edge/point to 
the bottom most edge/point. Record the length:_________. Calculate 75% 
of this length (0.75PL). Establish the pedal reference line (PRL) by 
marking a line in the y-direction on the pedal surface at 0.75PL from the 
bottom edge of the pedal. 

 
8.1.2 Measure the length of the PRL in the y-direction and mark the center point 

of the PRL. This is the PRP. 
 

8.2  Using a measurement device (e.g., CMM, 200mm bar, calipers), locate a point on 
the floor pan that is 200 mm from PRP and is in the vehicle’s longitudinal, 
vertical (XZ) plane which passes through PRP. This is the right heel point (RHP). 

 
8.3 Mark a line (L1) along the surface of the pedal and the floor pan that passes 

through PRP, and RHP and is in the vehicle’s longitudinal, vertical (XZ) plane.  
 

8.4 Translate and mark the seat centerline on the floor pan. The lines on the seat and 
floor pan should be in the same vehicle XZ plane.  

 
8.5 Measure the distance in the y-direction (D) from the seat centerline to L1. Record 

the value:__________. 
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8.5.1 Measure and mark a point on the floor pan to the left of the seat 
centerline (looking toward the front of the vehicle) that is the same 
distance (D) from the seat centerline as RHP and is in the same vehicle 
lateral, vertical (YZ) plane. This is the left heel point (LHP).  

 
8.5.2 Mark a line on the floor pan through RHP and LHP; call it T1. 

 
8.5.3 Mark a line on the floor pan that is in a vehicle XZ plane and that passes 

through LHP. This line shall be referred to as L2.  
 

8.6 Mark two lines on the floor pan parallel to line T1; the first 10 mm forward and 
the second 10 mm rearward of T1. This zone between these two lines will be used 
for placement of both the left and right heels and will be referred to as the heel 
point zone. 

 
9 Mark the range of seat travel 
  

Prior to marking the seat for fore/aft travel, move the seat through its full range of motion 
using all available controls. Separately, operate each control to determine whether it moves 
the seat and/or seat cushion primarily in the fore-aft or up-down directions. 

 
9.1 Mark a point (seat cushion reference point - SCRP) on the side of the seat cushion 

that is between 150 mm and 250 mm from the front edge of the seat cushion. For 
seat cushions that move up and down independently from the seat housing, mark 
the point on the side of the cushion in an area that will not be obscured by the seat 
housing when the seat cushion is at its lowest height position. 

 
9.2 Draw a horizontal line (seat cushion reference line - SCRL) through the SCRP. 

 
 

9.3 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, 
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move the SCRP to the rearmost position.  
 

9.4   If the seat cushion adjusts fore-aft, independent of the seat back, using only the 
controls that primarily move the seat cushion in the fore-aft direction, move the 
SCRP to the rearmost position. 

 
      N/A No independent fore-aft seat cushion adjustment 
 

9.5 Using any part of any control, other than the parts just used for fore-aft 
positioning, determine the range of angles of the SCRL and set the SCRL at mid-
angle. Start with the seat in the lowest most position. Record the maximum, 
minimum, and mid-angles in the table below. 

 
SCRL (deg) Max Min Mid 

Driver    
 

9.6 If the seat and/or seat cushion height is adjustable, using any part of any control 
other than the parts which primarily move the seat or seat cushion fore-aft, put the 
SCRP in its lowest position with the SCRL angle at the mid-angle found in 9.5. 

 
      N/A No seat height adjustment 
 

9.7 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, 
verify the seat is in the rearmost position. 

 
9.8 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, mark 

each detent possible from rearward to full forward. Mark each position so that 
there is a visual indication when the seat is at a particular position as follows 
below.  

 
• For manual seats, move the seat forward one detent at a time and mark each 

detent. 
• For power seats, mark only the rearmost, middle, and foremost positions.  
• Label three of the positions with the following: F for foremost, M for mid-

track (if there is no mid-track, label the closest adjustment position to the rear 
of mid-track), and R for rearmost. 
 

Measure the SCRP fore-aft location for each seat position on the table below. 

 

SCRL 
Mid- 
Angle 
(deg) 

 

 SCRP Height (mm) 
Spacing measurement 

between detents (if 
applicable) 

 
Rearmost Mid-track Foremost 

X Z X Z X Z X 
Driver         
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9.8.1 While at mid-track, also mark a position that is 25 mm rearward of mid-
track. 

 
10 Position the head restraint 
 

10.1 Using any adjustment of the head restraint, position it to its highest setting. 
 

10.2 Using any adjustment of the head restraint, position it to the full rearward setting.  
  
   N/A The test vehicle is equipped with automatically adjusting head restraints or   

 there is no head restraint adjustment. 
 
11 Set the seat for a test dummy 

Using the reference marks on the seat from section 9, set the seat in the mid-track, lowest 
height, and mid seat cushion angle positions by using the following steps to adjust the seat: 

 
11.1 If the seat or seat cushion height is adjustable, using other than the controls that 

primarily move the seat or seat cushion fore and aft, set the height of the SCRP to 
the minimum height, with the SCRL set as closely as possible to the mid-angle 
determined in step 9.5. 

 
11.2  Using the control that primarily moves the seat fore and aft, move the SCRP to 

the mid-track position determined in 9.8.  
 

11.3  Set the seat back angle at the manufacturer’s nominal design riding position for a 
50th percentile male adult occupant. 

 
If the position is not specified, set the seat back in the position that produces a 
torso (back) angle of 25° from vertical when measured with the SAE J826 H-
point machine (Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Surface Vehicle Standard 
J826, revised July 1995). For seat backs with discrete positions, if a torso (back) 
angle of 25° from vertical cannot be achieved, set the seat back in the detent that 
yields a torso (back) angle as close as possible to 25° from vertical. Describe the 
method used to achieve the nominal design riding position and record the seat 
back angle. 
         
         
         
Seat Back Angle  ° 
  N/A The seat back does not adjust. 
 
 

12 Set the steering wheel to the mid-position 
 

Use the markings to position the steering wheel hub at the geometric center of full range 
of driving positions including any telescoping positions. For steering columns with 
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discrete positions and no detent at the mid-angle, position the column in the next lowest 
detent from the mid-angle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete the following table: 
 

 Degrees Fore/Aft Position (mm) 
Lowermost - Position 1   
Geometric Center – Position 2   

Uppermost – Position 3   

Telescoping Steering Wheel Travel   

Test Position   
  
   N/A The steering wheel does not adjust. 
 
13 Set adjustable seat belt upper anchorages 

Use the markings to position an adjustable seat belt upper anchorage at the manufacturer’s 
nominal design position for a 50th percentile male adult occupant or highest position if not 
provided. Fill in the following table: 

 
 

Seat 
Total # of 
Positions 

Placed in 
Position # 

Driver   
  
   N/A The seat belt upper anchorage does not adjust. 
 
14 Retract the armrest 
  

Retract any folding armrest 
   N/A No armrest or armrest is fixed, not retractable. 

15 Determine the H-point location with the H-Point machine; 

Position the three-dimensional H-point manikin (i.e., H-point machine) specified in Society 
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Surface Vehicle Standard J826, revised July 1995, Devices 
for Use in Defining and Measuring Vehicle Seating Accommodation in the seat as follows: 

15.1  Place a 910 mm2 piece of muslin cotton cloth over the seat area (the muslin cloth 
shall be comparable to 48 threads/in2 and density of 2.85 lb/yd). Tuck the muslin 
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cloth a sufficient amount to prevent hammocking of the material. 

15.2 Place the seat and back assembly of the H-Point machine such that its plane of 
symmetry is coincident with the centerline marking on the seat. 

 15.3 Install the lower leg and foot segments. 

15.4  Set the length of the lower leg segments at 414 mm (16.3 in) and the length of the 
thigh bar at 401 mm (15.8 in). 

 15.5 Leg and foot placement 

  15.5.1 Insert the pin so that the right foot angle is not less than 87°. 

15.5.2 Place the right foot on the un-depressed accelerator pedal with the sole of 
the foot on the pedal and the heel as far forward as allowable. Do not place 
the heel on the toe board. 

15.5.3 Adjust the left leg to be the same distance from H-point machine centerline 
as the right leg. 

15.5.4 With the T-bar level, place the left foot on the toe board with the rearmost 
point of the heel resting on the floor pan as close as possible to the point of 
intersection of the planes described by the toe board and the floor pan and 
not on the wheel well projection. If the foot cannot be positioned on the 
toe board, set it on the floor pan. 

     Foot on toe board 

     Foot on floor pan 

 15.6 Apply the lower leg weights. 

 15.7 Apply the thigh weights. 

 15.8  Tilt the back pan forward against the forward stop and draw the H-point machine  
  away from the seatback using the T-bar. 

 15.9 Re-positioning the H-point machine. 

15.9.1 Allow the H-point machine to slide rearward until a forward horizontal 
restraining load on the T-bar is no longer required due to the seat pan 
contacting the seat back. 

     The seat pan does not slide rearward. Go to step 15.9.2. 

15.9.2 Slide the H-point machine rearward by a horizontal rearward load applied 
at the T-bar until the seat pan contacts the seat back. 

15.10 Apply a 10 kg load at the intersection of the hip angle quadrant and the T-bar 
housing along a line from the above intersection to a point just above the thigh bar 
housing. 

15.11 Again apply a 10 kg load at the intersection of the hip angle quadrant and the T-
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bar housing along a line from the above intersection to a point just above the thigh 
bar housing. 

 15.12 Carefully return the back pan to the seat back. 

 15.13 Install the right and left buttock weights. 

15.14 Install the eight torso weights, alternating the installation between right and left. 

 15.15 Tilt the back pan forward until the stop is contacted. 

15.16 Rock the H-point machine from side to side over a 10° arc (5° to each side of the 
vertical centerline) for three complete cycles. Restrain the T-bar during rocking so 
that the seat pan does not change position. Minimize any inadvertent exterior 
loads applied in a vertical or fore-aft direction. The feet are free to move during 
this rocking motion. 

15.17 Without applying a forward or lateral load, lift the right foot off the floor the 
minimum amount necessary until no additional forward foot movement is 
obtained. 

15.18 Lower the right foot until the heel is in contact with the floor pan and the ball of 
the foot is in contact with the floor, toe board, or undepressed accelerator pedal. 

15.19 Without applying a forward or lateral load, lift the left foot off the floor the 
minimum amount necessary until no additional forward foot movement is 
obtained. 

15.20 Lower the left foot until the heel is in contact with the floor pan and the ball of the 
foot is in contact with the floor or toe board. 

 15.21 Is the seat pan level? 

    Yes. Go to step 15.23. 

    No. Go to step 15.22. 

15.22 Apply a sufficient lateral load to the top of the seatback pan to level the H-point 
machine seat pan on the seat. 

15.23 Holding the T-bar to prevent the H-point machine from sliding forward on the 
seat cushion, return the seatback pan to the seatback. 

15.24 Holding the T-bar to prevent the H-point machine from sliding forward on the 
seat cushion, apply a rearward force perpendicular to the back angle bar just 
above the torso weights until either 66 N (15 lb) of force is reached or the hip 
angle is increased by 3°, whichever occurs first. Minimize the exterior downward 
or side forces applied to the H-point machine. Release the force. Repeat this step 
until the resulting hip angle is identical. Complete as many force applications as 
necessary and record the results in the following table: 
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Force App. Hip Angle 
1  
2  
3  
4  
5  

 
 15.25 Is the H-point machine level? 
 
    Yes. Go to step 15.26. 
    No. Go back to step 15.15 and repeat steps to re-level H-point machine. 
 
 15.26 Record the H-point location in the table below: 

H-point Machine H-point Location and Torso Angle 
Torso Angle ° 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

 
Reference:  X-axis is positive forward of striker    

Y-axis is positive right of striker 
Z-axis is positive below striker 

 

 
 

15.27 Create a Seat Tracking Point (STP): Place a target point 20 mm forward of the H- 
point machine H-point on a rigid part of the seat and record its location in the 
table below. This reference point will be used to locate the dummy H-point 
relative to the seat if the seat cannot be set to the mid-track position. 

 
Seat Tracking Point (STP) Location at Mid-track 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

 
 15.28 Remove the H-point machine. 
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16 Calculate the WSID-50M H-point target at seat mid-track 
 

16.1 The WSID-50M H-point is offset 20 mm forward and 20 mm above the H-point 
machine H-point as determined in the table below: 

 
WSID-50M Target H-point at Mid-track 

H-point machine H-point (from step15.26) +/- 20 mm = WSID-50M H-point at mid-track 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) + 20 mm mm 

Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - 20 mm mm 

 
If steps 1-16 were completed prior to seating, verify that measurements have been recorded 
prior to placing dummy in seat. 
 
17 Once the H-point has been determined and the following items are verified, position a 

WSID-50M in the driver seat of the test vehicle. 
  

17.1 Follow the procedures in the WSID-50M Qualification Manual for setting the 
joint torques. Adjust the dummy's neck bracket to align the zero-degree index 
mark as specified in the user’s manual. 

17.2 Verify the head and pelvis tilt sensors installed in the dummy are reading 
correctly about the X and Y axes. 

17.3   Verify the seat back and base angles, the steering wheel location, and the seat belt 
height adjustment are in the correct locations.  

 
18 Positioning the test dummy in the seat 
  

18.1 Move the seat to the full rearward position (as defined in Section 11) and place 
the test dummy in the seat with the thighs resting on the seat cushion. 

18.2 Position the test dummy in the seat such that its plane of symmetry (i.e., mid-
sagittal plane) is coincident with the centerline marking on the seat cushion, seat 
back, and head restraint and its H-point is approximately above the STP. 

18.3 Bend the upper torso forward and then lay it back against the seat back. Push the 
shoulders of the dummy fully rearward. Using the installed tilt sensors, position 
the dummy so that it sits squarely and level in both the X- and Y-axes in the seat. 

18.4 To the extent practicable keep the left and right thighs and legs in vertical planes 
and align the centerline of the right foot with the centerline of the accelerator 
pedal. Initially set the feet perpendicular to the legs and then place the right foot 
as far forward as possible in the direction of the pedal centerline (as defined in 
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steps 8 or 9). 

  18.4.1 Does this vehicle have a footrest? 

___Yes. Starting with the left foot and leg inboard of the footrest, rotate 
the leg about the hip the minimal amount needed to maximize coverage of 
the sole of the shoe over the footrest (when viewed longitudinally), while 
keeping the centerline of the foot in a vertical plane and the leg as vertical 
as practicable. Ignore the LHP. 

___No. Adjust the left leg so the knees are an equal distance from the seat 
centerline, as measured from the centerline of the knee, while keeping the 
leg as vertical as practical. Align the heel with the LHP (± 10 mm). 

18.5 Lift the feet and slide the seat forward to 25 mm rearward of mid-track or the 
detent closest to this position that is not greater than 25 mm rearward of mid-
track. Adjust the feet if necessary. If there is knee/leg contact with the steering 
wheel, steering column, or instrument panel, adjust the knee/leg making contact 
inboard or outboard the minimal amount required to create clearance (not more 
than 10 mm).  

Is there still interference between the dummy’s knees/legs and the knee 
bolster/instrument panel? 

__No. Go to step 18.6. 

__Yes. Lift the feet and slide the seat to 50 mm rearward of mid-track or 
the detent closest to this position that is not greater than 50 mm rearward 
of mid-track. If there is still interference (within 5 mm), continue to move 
the seat rearward in 25 mm increments until there is no longer 
interference. 

18.6 Verify the seat location by measuring the SCRP, then measure the location of the 
STP and record it under Trial 1 in the table below (subsequent trials may be 
needed, depending on the outcome of step 18.13): 
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Seat Tracking Point Location 

Trial 1 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

Seat Tracking Point Location 
Trial 2 (if applicable) 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

Seat Tracking Point Location 
Trial 3 (if applicable) 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

  

18.6.1 Calculate and record the Seat Tracking Point Difference (STPD) 

STPD = Location of STP from step 18.6 – location of STP from step15.27 

Record in table below: 
Trial 1 

 Results from 18.6  - Results from 15.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 

Trial 2 (if applicable) 
 Results from 18.6  - Results from 15.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 
Trial 3 (if applicable) 

 Results from 18.6  - Results from 15.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 

 18.6.2 Calculate and record the WSID-50M target H-point for each seat position 
as the seat is moved forward (per step 18.5), following the corresponding 
steps. 

X: WSID-50M Target H-point for 18.6.2 = (WSID-50M Target H-point 
from 16.1) + (STPD from 18.6.1) 

Z: WSID-50M Target H-point for 18.6.2 = (WSID-50M Target H-point 
from 16.1) + (STPD from 18.6.1) 
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Trial 1 
 Results from 16.1  - Results from 18.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 

 
Trial 2 (if applicable) 

 Results from 16.1  - Results from 18.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( )  ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 

 

 

Trial 3 (if applicable) 
 Results from 16.1  - Results from 18.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 

18.7 Confirm, using the tilt sensors, that the dummy is positioned such that the plane of 
symmetry (i.e., mid-sagittal plane) coincides with the longitudinal, vertical 
centerline of the seat– adjust the dummy if necessary. 

 
18.8 Verify/Measure the pelvis angles using the tilt angle sensors installed in the test 

dummy. Verify that the pelvis angles are 0°± 2.5° (about the X-axis) and 0° ± 2.5° 
(about the Y-axis). 

 
18.9 Confirm that the H-point is within ± 10 mm of the target location in the horizontal 

(X) and the vertical (Z) directions – adjust the dummy if necessary. 
 
18.10 Are the pelvis angles within specification (described in step 18.8)? 

 
     Yes. Go to step 18.11. 

  No. Go back to step 18.7 and repeat steps to re-adjust pelvis angles while 
maintaining the H-point position within specification. 

   
18.11 Verify/Measure the head angles using the tilt angle sensors installed in the test 

dummy. Verify that the head angles are 0°± 2.5° (about the X axis) and 0°± 2.5° 
(about the Y-axis). 
18.11.1 Are the head angles within specification? 

 
     Yes. Go to step 18.12 (foot placement).  

__No and the head is not touching the head restraint and the pelvis has not 
yet been re-adjusted. Go back to step 18.7; adjust the pelvis while 
maintaining the H-point target position within specification.  
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__No and the head is not touching the head restraint and the pelvis has 
already been re-adjusted. Go to step 18.11.2. 

  No and the head is touching the head restraint and the seatback has not 
yet been re-adjusted. Go to step 18.11.2. 

  No and the head is touching the head restraint and the seatback has 
already been re-adjusted. 

Record final head angles X:____° 
Y:____° 

18.11.2 Can the dummy’s head/neck be adjusted to obtain the head tilt sensor 
specifications of 0°± 2.5° (X) and 0° ± 2.5° (Y) without interacting with 
the head restraint? 

___Yes. Neck can be adjusted to achieve head angles within the 
tolerances.  
Record the neck adjustment: ____ notches FWD/RWD 
Go to Step 18.12. 

___ No. Neck was adjusted, but the head is still not within the 
specifications. Go to Step 18.11.3. 

 

___No. Neck cannot be adjusted because of interference with the head 
   restraint. Go to Step 18.11.3. 

18.11.3 Has seatback angle been adjusted? 

___No. Adjust the seatback a maximum of 1 detent for manual seats and 
not more than 2° from the manufacturer’s recommended angle found in 
step 11.3, to bring the head angles within/or as close as possible to 
specification. Return to step 18.7. 

 Record original seatback angle before adjustment: ____ °  
Record the new seatback angle: _____° 

 
___Yes. Make no further adjustment.  

Record final head angles X: _____° 
Y: _____°  

Go to step 18.12. 
 

18.12 Foot Placement 
 

 18.12.1 Right Foot Placement 

Without inducing pelvis or torso movement, position the right foot in 
contact with the accelerator pedal such that the midline of the foot is in the 
same vertical plane as L1 (longitudinal line parallel with vehicle centerline 
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which passes through PRP) and the heel is resting on RHP or within the 
heel point zone (as determined in step 7).  

To the extent practicable, keep the right thigh and the leg in a vertical 
plane. Rotate the toe towards the shin of the ATD to minimize the 
compression of the accelerator pedal while maintaining contact with the 
pedal.  

The heel shall remain as close as practicable to RHP but always within the 
heel point zone (RHP ± 10 mm fore-aft). 

18.12.2 Left Foot Placement – Does the vehicle have a footrest?  

  Yes. The LHP created in step 
Go to steps 18.12.3 and 18.12.4

  No. Go to step 18.12.5. 

18.12.3 Place the heel on the floor pan 
floor pan. To the extent practic
plane, rotate the leg about the h
contact with the sole of the sho
midline of the foot in a vertical 

 
If the foot sole of the foot cann

7 is not used. Place the foot on the footrest. 
. 

at the intersection of the foot rest and the 
able, keep the left thigh and leg in a vertical 
ip the minimal amount needed to maximize 
e and the footrest while keeping the 
plane as L2.  

ot rest on the footrest due to the footrest 
angle, rotate the ankle as far forward as possible, while maintaining the 
heel location at the intersection of the floor pan and the footrest.  
 

18.12.4 When the foot is placed on the footrest, does the footrest elevate the left 
heel more than 20 mm above (vertical axis) the right heel? 
  No. Go to step 18.13. 

  Yes. Position the foot off the footrest using step 18.12.5. 

18.12.5 If there is not a footrest or the foot cannot be placed due to Step 18.12.4;  

To the extent practicable keep the left thigh and the leg in a vertical plane 
throughout the procedure. With the midline of the foot in the same vertical 
plane as L2, place the heel on LHP or as close as possible within the heel 
point zone. If the left heel cannot be placed within the heel point zone, 
place the heel as near to LHP as practicable while keeping the midline of 
the foot in the same vertical plane as L2. Rotate the foot towards the toe 
board (plantar flexion) to the maximum extent practicable while 
maintaining the heel position. Check which of the following that applies 
(ONLY check one): 

__The left foot reaches the toe board without adjusting the foot or 
leg. Record final knee spacing below and go to step 18.13. 
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__The foot does not reach the toe board and does not contact the 
brake or clutch pedal with foot rotated forward as far as possible 
(plantar flexion). Record final knee spacing below and go to step 
18.13. 

  The left foot contacts the brake or clutch pedal.  

__Rotate the foot about the leg (abduction) the minimal 
amount needed to avoid pedal contact. If the heel is not in 
the heel point zone, move the heel forward to the middle of 
the heel point zone and LHP to the extent practicable. 
Rotate the foot towards the toe board (plantar flexion) to 
the maximum extent practicable while maintaining the heel 
position. If the foot still contacts the brake or clutch pedal, 
continue to the next step; otherwise, record final knee 
spacing below and go to step18.13. 

 
___Rotate the leg outboard about the hip the minimum 
distance necessary to avoid pedal contact. If the heel is not 
in the heel point zone, move the heel forward to the middle 
of the heel point zone to the extent practicable. Rotate the 
foot towards the toe board (plantar flexion) to the 
maximum extent practicable while maintain the heel 
position. Record final knee spacing below and go to 
step18.13. 

 
Final Knee Spacing:      mm 
 

18.13 Verify that the head and pelvis angles and the H-point location are within 
the specifications (steps 18.8, 18.9, and 18.11). For a seat that is not in mid-track, 
if the dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater than 5 
mm, the seat should be moved forward. If there is leg/knee contact with the 
steering wheel, steering column, knee bolster, or instrument panel, adjust the 
leg/knee making contact inboard or outboard the minimal amount required to 
create clearance (not to exceed 10 mm).  

____Seat is already at mid-track and dummy is within specified head/pelvis 
angles and H-point location. Go to step 18.14. 

____Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater than 5 
mm. Adjust the seat forward, without going forward of mid-track, until a 
clearance of 5 mm or less is achieved.  

Record seat position: ______mm rearward of mid-track.  

Return to step 18.6 and repeat the steps to go through the trials. 

___ Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is not greater 
than 5 mm. No adjustments required. 
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Record seat position: _____ mm rearward of mid-track.  

Go to step 18.14. 

 

18.14 Arm and belt placement. Verify the shoulders of the dummy are rotated fully 
rearward. 

18.14.1 Place both upper arms at the first detent downward of the horizontal arm 
position detent.  

 Is the seat belt used for this test? 
  Yes. Go to step 18.14.2. 
  No. Stop, seating completed. 

18.14.2 Fasten the seat belt around the dummy. 

18.14.3 Remove all slack from the lap belt portion. 

18.14.4 Pull the upper torso webbing out of the retractor and allow it to retract; 
repeat this four times. 

 
18.14.5 Apply a 2 to 4-pound tension load to the lap belt. 

__pounds of load applied 
 
18.14.6 Is the belt system equipped with a tension-relieving device? 

  Yes. Go to step 18.14.7. 
  No. Stop, seating completed. 
 

18.14.7 Introduce the maximum amount of slack into the upper torso belt that is 
recommended by the vehicle manufacturer in the vehicle owner’s 
manual. 
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Seating and Positioning Procedures for the WorldSID 50TH Percentile Male 
Dummy (WSID-50M) – Right Front Passenger Position 

1 Determine the seat type 
 

Visually inspect the seats to determine type (i.e., bucket or bench). 
   Bench 
   Bucket 

2 Position lumbar supports 
  

Position the seat's adjustable lumbar supports to the lowest, retracted, or deflated adjustment 
positions. 
  N/A No lumbar adjustment 

3 Position additional supports 

 Position any adjustable parts of the seat that provide additional support so that they are in 
the lowest or most open adjustment position. 

   N/A No additional support adjustment 

4 Position leg supports 

 Position an adjustable leg support system in its rearmost position. 
   N/A No adjustable leg support system 

5 Position the head restraint 

 5.1 Using any adjustment of the head restraint, position it to its highest position. 

5.2 Using any adjustment of the head restraint, position it to the full rearward 
position. If it rotates, rotate it such that the head restraint extends as far rearward 
as possible. 

  N/A The test vehicle is equipped with automatically adjusting head restraints or there is 
no head restraint adjustment, 

6 Mark the centerline of the seat using a vehicle longitudinal, vertical (XZ) plane 
(complete ONLY the one that is applicable to seat being marked) 

6.1 Bucket Seat: For future reference, locate and mark the line on the seat cushion 
that is the intersection of the XZ plane which passes through the centerline of the 
seat and the seat cushion upper surface.  

6.2 Bench Seat: For future reference, locate and mark the line on the seat cushion that 
is the intersection of the XZ plane which passes through the seat cushion upper 
surface and is the same lateral distance from the vehicle centerline as the steering 
wheel center. 
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7 Mark the range of seat travel 

 Prior to marking the seat for fore/aft travel, move the seat through its full range of motion 
using all available controls. Separately, operate each control to determine whether it moves 
the seat and/or seat cushion primarily in the fore-aft or up-down directions. 

7.1 Mark a point (seat cushion reference point - SCRP) on the side of the seat cushion 
that is between 150 mm and 250 mm from the front edge of the seat cushion. For 
seat cushions that move up and down independently from the seat housing, mark 
the point on the side of the cushion in an area that will not be obscured by the seat 
housing when the seat cushion is at its lowest height position. 

 7.2 Draw a horizontal line (seat cushion reference line - SCRL) through the SCRP. 

7.3 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, 
move the SCRP to the rearmost position. 

7.4   If the seat cushion adjusts fore-aft, independent of the seat back, using only the 
controls that primarily move the seat cushion in the fore-aft direction, move the 
SCRP to the rearmost position. 

     N/A No independent fore-aft seat cushion adjustment 

7.5 Using any part of any control, other than the parts just used for fore-aft 
positioning, determine the range of angles of the SCRL and set the SCRL at mid-
angle. Start with the seat position in the lowest position. Record the maximum, 
minimum, and mid-angles in the table below. 

 
SCRL (deg) Max Min Mid 
Passenger    

7.6 If the seat and/or seat cushion height is adjustable, using any part of any control 
other than the parts which primarily move the seat or seat cushion fore-aft, put the 
SCRP in its lowest position with the SCRL angle at the mid-angle found in 7.5. 

  __N/A No seat height adjustment 

7.7 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, 
verify the seat is in the rearmost position 

7.8 Using only the controls that primarily move the seat in the fore-aft direction, mark 
each detent possible from rearward to full forward. Mark each position so that 
there is a visual indication when the seat is at a particular position as follows 
below. 

• For manual seats, move the seat forward one detent at a time and mark 
each detent.  

• For power seats, mark only the rearmost, middle, and foremost positions.  
• Label three of the positions with the following: F for foremost, M for 
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mid-track (if there is no mid-track, label the closest adjustment position 
to the rear of mid-track), and R for rearmost. 

Measure and record the SCRP fore-aft location for each seat position on the table 
below. 

 

 
SCRL 

Mid- 
Angle (deg) 

 SCRP Height (mm) 
    Spacing measurement 

between detents 
(if applicable) 

Rearmost Mid-track Full forward 

X Z X Z X Z X 
Passenger         

 7.8.1  While at mid-track, also mark a position that is 25 mm rearward of mid-
track. 

8 Set the seat for a test dummy 
Using the reference marks on the seat from section 7, set the seat in the mid-track, lowest 
height, and mid seat cushion angle positions by using the following steps to adjust the 
seat: 

8.1 If the seat or seat cushion height is adjustable, using other than the controls that 
primarily move the seat or seat cushion fore and aft, set the height of the SCRP to 
the minimum height, with the SCRL set as closely as possible to the mid-angle 
determined in previous steps. 

8.2  Using the control that primarily moves the seat fore and aft, move the SCRP to 
the mid-track position. 

8.3  Set the seat back angle at the manufacturer’s nominal design riding position for a 
50thpercentile male adult occupant. 

If the position is not specified, set the seat back in the position that produces a 
torso (back) angle of 25° from vertical when measured with the SAE J826 H-
point machine (specified in Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Surface 
Vehicle Standard J826, revised July 1995). For seat backs with discrete positions, 
if a torso (back) angle of 25° from vertical cannot be achieved, set the seat back in 
the detent that yields a torso (back) angle as close as possible to 25° from vertical. 
Describe the method used to achieve the nominal design riding position and 
record the seat back angle. 

          ______ 
          ______ 
          ______ 
          ______ 

  Seat Back Angle  ° 

    N/A The seat back does not adjust. 
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9 Set adjustable seat belt upper anchorages 

Use the markings to position an adjustable seat belt upper anchorage at the manufacturer’s 
nominal design position for a 50th percentile male adult occupant or highest position if not 
provided. Fill in the following table: 

 
 

Seat 
Total # of 
Positions 

Placed in 
Position # 

Front Passenger   

  N/A The seat belt upper anchorage does not adjust. 

10 Retract the armrest 

Retract any folding armrest 

  N/A No armrest or armrest is fixed, not retractable. 

11 Determine the H-point location with the H-Point machine 

Position the three-dimensional H-point manikin (i.e., H-point machine) specified in Society 
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Surface Vehicle Standard J826, revised July 1995, Devices 
for Use in Defining and Measuring Vehicle Seating Accommodation in the seat as follows: 

11.1 Place a 910 mm2 piece of muslin cotton cloth over the seat area (the muslin cloth 
shall be comparable to 48 threads/in2 and density of 2.85 lb/yd). Tuck the muslin 
cloth a sufficient amount to prevent hammocking of the material. 

11.2 Place the seat and back assembly of the H-Point machine such that its plane of 
symmetry is coincident with the centerline marking on the seat. 

11.3 Install the lower leg and foot segments. 

11.4 Set the length of the lower leg segment at 414 mm (16.3 in) and the length of the 
thigh bar at 401 mm (15.8 in). 

11.5 Leg and foot placement 

11.5.1 Tighten the pins so that the foot angle is not more than 130°. 

11.5.2  With the T-bar level, place the left foot on the toe board with the rearmost 
point of the heel resting on the floor pan as close as possible to the point of 
intersection of the planes described by the toe board and the floor pan and 
not on the wheel well projection. If the foot cannot be positioned on the 
toe board, set it on the floor pan. 
__Foot on toe board 
__Foot on floor pan 
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11.5.3 With the T-bar level, place the right foot on the toe board with the 
rearmost point of the heel resting on the floor pan as close as possible to 
the point of intersection of the planes described by the toe board and the 
floor pan and not on the wheel well projection. If the foot cannot be 
positioned on the toe board, set it on the floor pan. 
__Foot on toe board 
__Foot on floor pan 

11.5.4 Space the lower legs 270 mm (10.6 in) apart, equally spaced about the 
centerline of the H-point machine. 

11.6 Apply the lower leg weights. 

11.7 Apply the thigh weights. 

11.8 Tilt the back pan forward against the forward stop and draw the H-point machine 
away from the seatback using the T-bar. 

 11.9   Re-positioning the H-point machine. 

11.9.1 Allow the H-point machine to slide rearward until a forward horizontal 
restraining load on the T-bar is no longer required due to the seat pan 
contacting the seat back. 

 ___The set pan does not slide rearward. Go to step 11.9.2. 

11.9.2 Slide the H-point machine rearward by a horizontal rearward load applied 
at the T-bar until the seat pan contacts the seat back. 

11.10 Apply a 10-kg load at the intersection of the hip angle quadrant and the T-bar 
housing along a line from the above intersection to a point just above the thigh bar 
housing. 

11.11 Again apply a 10-kg load at the intersection of the hip angle quadrant and the T-
bar housing along a line from the above intersection to a point just above the thigh 
bar housing. 

 11.12 Carefully return the back pan to the seat back. 

 11.13 Install the right and left buttock weights. 

 11.14 Install the eight torso weights, alternating the installation between right and left. 

 11.15 Tilt the back pan forward until the stop is contacted. 

11.16 Rock the H-point machine from side to side over a 10° arc (5° to each side of the 
vertical centerline) for three complete cycles. Restrain the T-bar during rocking so 
that the seat pan does not change position. Minimize any inadvertent exterior 
loads applied in a vertical or fore-aft direction. The feet are free to move during 
this rocking motion. 

11.17 Without applying a forward or lateral load, lift the right foot off the floor the 
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minimum amount necessary until no additional forward foot movement is 
obtained. 

11.18 Lower the right foot until the heel is in contact with the floor pan and the ball of 
the foot is in contact with the floor or toe board. 

11.19 Without applying a forward or lateral load, lift the left foot off the floor the 
minimum amount necessary until no additional forward foot movement is 
obtained. 

11.20 Lower the left foot until the heel is in contact with the floor pan and the ball of the 
foot is in contact with the floor or toe board. 

 11.21 Is the seat pan level? 
    Yes. Go to step 11.23. 
    No. Go to step 11.22. 

 11.22 Apply a sufficient lateral load to the top of the seatback pan to level the H-point  
  machine seat pan on the seat. 

11.23 Holding the T-bar to prevent the H-point from sliding forward on the seat 
cushion, return the seatback pan to the seatback. 

11.24 Holding the T-bar to prevent the H-point machine from sliding forward on the 
seat cushion, apply a rearward force perpendicular to the back angle bar just 
above the torso weights until either 66 N (15 lb) of force is reached or the hip 
angle is increased by 3°, whichever occurs first. Minimize the exterior downward 
or side forces applied to the H-point machine. Release the force. Repeat this step 
until the resulting hip angle is identical. Complete as many force applications as 
necessary and record the results in the following table: 

 
Force App. Hip Angle 

1  
2  
3  
4  
5  

 
 11.25 Is the H-point machine level? 
    Yes. Go to step 11.26. 
    No. Go back to step 11.15 and repeat steps to re-level H-point machine. 
 
 11.26 Record the H-point location and torso angle in the table below: 
 

H-point Machine H-point Location and Torso Angle 
Torso Angle ° 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 
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Reference:  X-axis is positive forward of striker 
Y-axis is positive right of striker 
Z-axis is positive below striker 

 

 

+X 

+Z 

 
11.27 Create a Seat Tracking Point (STP): Place a target point 20 mm forward of the H-

point machine H-point on a rigid part of the seat and record its location in the 
table below. This reference point will be used to locate the dummy H-point 
relative to the seat if the seat cannot be set to the mid-track position. 

 
Seat Tracking Point (STP) Location at Mid-track 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

 
 11.28 Remove the H-point machine. 
 
12 Calculate the WSID-50M H-point Target at Mid-track 
 

12.1 The WSID-50M H-point is offset 20 mm forward and 20 mm above the H-point 
machine H-point as determined in the table below: 

 
WSID-50M Target H-point at Mid-track 

        H-point machine H-point (11.26) +/- 20 mm = WSID-50M H-point at mid-track 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) + 20 mm mm 

Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - 20 mm mm 

If steps 1-12 were completed prior to seating, verify that measurements have been recorded prior to 
placing dummy in seat.  
 
13 Once the H-point has been determined and the following items are verified, position a 

qualified WSID-50M in the right front seat of the test vehicle. 
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13.1 Follow the procedures in the WSID-50M Qualification Manual for setting the 
joint torques. Adjust the dummy's neck bracket to align the zero-degree index 
mark as specified in the user’s manual. 

13.2 Verify the head and pelvis tilt sensors installed in the dummy are reading 
correctly about the X and Y axes. 

13.3   Verify the seat back and base angles and the seat belt height adjustment are in the 
correct locations.  

14 Positioning the test dummy in the seat 

14.1 Move the seat to the full rearward, lowest mid angle position (as defined in 
Section 8) and place the test dummy in the seat with the thighs resting on the seat. 

14.2 Position the test dummy in the seat such that its plane of symmetry (i.e. mid-
sagittal plane) is coincident with the centerline marking on the seat cushion, seat 
back, and head restraint and such that it’s H-point is approximately above the 
STP. 

14.3 Bend the upper torso forward and then lay it back against the seat back. Push the 
shoulders of the dummy fully rearward. Using the installed tilt sensors, position 
the dummy so that it sits squarely and level in the both the X and Y axes in the 
seat. 

14.4 Foot and leg alignment: 

  Align the legs such that the following occurs: 

To the extent practicable keep the left and right thigh and the leg in a vertical 
plane; adjust the knees such that they are 225 mm apart (centerline to centerline) 
and equidistant from the seat centerline. Initially set the feet perpendicular to the 
legs and equidistant from the seat centerline. 

14.5 Lift the feet and slide the seat forward to 25 mm rearward of mid-track or the 
detent closest to this position that is not greater than 25 mm rearward of mid-
track. Adjust the feet as necessary. If there is knee/leg contact with the knee 
bolster or instrument panel, adjust only the knee/leg that is interacting with the 
knee bolster/instrument panel inboard or outboard the minimum amount required 
to create clearance (not to exceed 10 mm), without the inner thigh crossing the 
centerline of the seat. 

Is there still interference between the dummy’s knees/legs and the knee 
bolster/instrument panel?  

__No. Go to step 14.6. 

__Yes. Lift the feet and slide the seat to 50 mm rearward of mid-track or the 
detent closest to this position that is not greater than 50 mm rearward of mid-
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track. If there is still interference (within 5 mm), continue to move the seat 
rearward in 25 mm increments until there is no longer interference. 

14.6 Verify the seat location by measuring the SCRP, then measure the location of the 
STP and record it under Trial 1 in table below (subsequent trials may be needed, 
depending on the outcome of step 14.13): 

 
Seat Tracking Point Location 

Trial 1 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

Seat Tracking Point Location 
Trial 2 (if applicable) 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

Seat Tracking Point Location 
Trial 3 (if applicable) 

X (positive (+) forward of striker) (mm) 
Z (positive (+) below striker) (mm) 

 
14.6.1 Calculate and record the Seat Tracking Point Difference (STPD) 

 
STPD = Location of STP from step 14.6 – location of STP from step 11.27 

  
Record in table below: 

Trial 1 
 Results from 14.6  - Results from 11.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 

Trial 2 (if applicable) 
 Results from 14.6  - Results from 11.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 
Trial 3 (if applicable) 

 Results from 14.6  - Results from 11.27 = STPD 
X (positive (+) forward of striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 
Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) - ( ) mm 

 
14.6.2 Calculate and record the WS-50M target H-point for each seat position as 

the seat is moved forward (per step 14.5), following the corresponding 
steps. 
 X: WSID-50M Target H-point for 14.6.2 = (WSID-50M Target H-point 
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from 12.1) + (STPD from 14.6.1) 
 
Z: WSID-50M Target H-point for 14.6.2 = (WSID-50M Target H-point 
from 12.1) + (STPD from 14.6.1) 

 
Trial 1 

 Results from 12.1  - Results from 14.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of 

 
( ) + ( ) mm 

Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 
 

Trial 2 (if applicable) 
 Results from 12.1  - Results from 14.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of 

 
( )  ( ) mm 

Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 
 

Trial 3 (if applicable) 
 Results from 12.1  - Results from 14.6.1 = Current Target H-point 
X (positive (+) forward of 

 
( ) + ( ) mm 

Z (positive (+) below striker) ( ) + ( ) mm 

14.7 Confirm, using the tilt sensors, that the dummy is positioned such that the plane of 
symmetry (i.e., mid-sagittal plane) coincides with the longitudinal, vertical 
centerline of the seat– adjust the dummy if necessary.  

14.8   Verify/measure the pelvis angles using the tilt angle sensors installed in the test 
dummy. Verify that the pelvis angles are 0°± 2.5° (about the X-axis) and 0° ± 2.5° 
(about the Y-axis). 

14.9 Confirm that the H-point is within ± 10 mm of the target location in the horizontal 
(X) and the vertical (Z) directions – adjust the dummy if necessary. 

14.10 Are the pelvis angles within specification (described in step 14.8)? 

    Yes. Go to step 14.11. 

__No. Go back to step 14.7 and repeat steps to re-adjust the pelvis angles while 
maintaining the H-point position within specification. 

14.11 Verify/Measure the head angles using the tilt angle sensors installed in the test 
dummy. Verify that the head angles are 0°± 2.5° (about the X axis) and 0°± 2.5° 
(about the Y-axis).  

14.11.1 Are the head angles within specification?  

__Yes. Go to step 14.12 (foot placement). 
 

  __No and the head is not touching head restraint and the pelvis has not 
yet been re-adjusted. Go back to step 14.7; adjust the pelvis while 
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maintaining the H-point target position within specification.  

__No and the head is not touching the head restraint, but the pelvis has 
already been re-adjusted. Go to step 14.11.2. 

__No and the head is touching head rest and the seatback has not yet 
been re-adjusted. Go to step 14.11.2.  

 
  No and the head is touching the head restraint and the seatback has 
already been re-adjusted. 

Record final head angles X:____° 
Y:____° 

14.11.2 Can the dummy’s head/neck be adjusted to obtain the head tilt sensor 
specifications of 0°± 2.5° (X) and 0° ± 2.5° (Y) without interacting with 
the head restraint? 

___Yes. Neck can be adjusted to achieve head angles within the 
tolerances.  
Record the neck adjustment: _____ notches FWD/RWD 
Go to Step 14.12. 

___No. Neck was adjusted, but the head is still not within the 
specifications. Go to Step 14.11.3. 

___No. Neck cannot be adjusted because of interference with the head 
restraint. Go to Step 14.11.3. 

14.11.2 Has the seatback angle been adjusted? 

__No. Adjust the seatback a maximum of 1 detent for manual seats and 
not more than 2° from the manufacturer’s recommended angle found in 
step 8.3, to bring the head angles within/or as close as possible to 
specification. Return to step 14.7. 

Record original seatback angle before adjustment: ____ °  
Record the new seatback angle: _____° 

__Yes. Make no further adjustment.  
Record final head angles X:____° 

Y:____° 
Go to step 14.12. 

14.12 Foot Placement 

14.12.1  To the extent practicable without inducing pelvis or torso movement, 
keep the thighs and the legs in vertical planes throughout the procedure. 
If possible, maintain a knee spacing of 225 mm, as measured between 
the centerline of the knees, with the knees being equidistant from the 
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seat centerline. Also, if possible, position and maintain the feet 
equidistant from the centerline of the seat. 

14.12.2 For each foot, check which of the following that applies (ONLY check 
one):  

__The foot can be placed flat on the toe board with the heel resting on 
the floor pan as close as possible to the intersection of the floor pan and 
toe board.  

__The foot cannot be placed flat on the toe board. Set the foot 
perpendicular to the leg and place it as far forward as possible with the 
heel resting on the floor pan and the foot perpendicular to leg.  

__The vehicle has a wheelhouse projection and the foot cannot be placed 
on the toe board. Do not set the foot on the wheelhouse projection. Set 
the foot perpendicular to the leg and move the leg laterally the minimum 
amount needed to avoid the wheelhouse projection, while maintaining 
the dummy’s head and pelvis angle and H-point location specifications. 
Make sure the foot and leg are still in same vertical plane. Place the foot 
as far forward as possible with the heel resting on the floor pan.  

14.12.3 If either of the dummy’s legs contact the vehicle’s interior, shift only the 
knee with clearance issues inboard or outboard the minimum required to 
avoid contact (not to exceed 10 mm), without the inner thigh crossing 
the centerline of the seat. Maintain the dummy’s head and pelvis angle 
and H-point location specifications, and try to maintain the leg and foot 
in the same vertical plane. 

__N/A- there was no leg contact. 

__Knees were shifted for clearance. 

Final Knee Spacing: ______ mm 

14.13 Verify that the head and pelvis angles and the H-point location are within 
the specifications (steps 14.8, 14.9, and 14.11). For a seat that is not in 
mid-track, if the dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel 
clearance is greater than 5 mm, the seat should be moved forward. If there 
is leg/knee contact with the knee bolster/instrument panel, adjust the 
leg/knee making contact inboard or outboard the minimal amount required 
to create clearance (not to exceed 10 mm).  

___Seat is already at mid-track and dummy is within specified head/pelvis 
angles and H-point location. Go to step 14.14. 

   Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater 
than 5 mm. Adjust the seat forward, without going forward of mid-track, 
until a clearance of 5 mm or less is achieved.  
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Record seat position:       mm rearward of mid-track.  

Return to step 14.6 and repeat the steps to go through the trials. 

   Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is not 
greater than 5 mm. No adjustments required. 

Record seat position:        mm rearward of mid-track.  

Go to step 14.14. 

14.14 Arm and belt placement. Verify the shoulders of the dummy are rotated fully 
rearward. 

14.14.1 Place the both of the upper arms adjacent to the torso with the centerline 
as close to a vertical plane as possible;  

 Is the seat belt used for this test? 

   Yes. Go to step 14.14.2. 

   No. Stop, seating is completed. 

14.14.2 Fasten the seat belt around the dummy. 

14.14.3 Remove all slack from the lap belt portion. 

14.14.4 Pull the upper torso webbing out of the retractor and allow it to retract; 
repeat this four times. 

14.14.5 Apply a 2 to 4-pound tension load to the lap belt. 

 __pounds of load applied 

14.14.6  Is the belt system equipped with a tension-relieving device? 

   Yes. Go to step 14.14.7. 

   No. Stop, seating is completed. 

14.14.7 Introduce the maximum amount of slack into the upper torso bet that is 
recommended by the vehicle manufacturer in the vehicle owner’s 
manual. 
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APPENDIX B: Driver Position Plots 
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APPENDIX C: Right Front Passenger Position Plots  
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APPENDIX D: Measurements for Seating Evaluation  
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	___ No. Neck was adjusted, but the head is still not within the specifications. Go to Step 18.11.3.

	18.11.3 Has seatback angle been adjusted?
	___No. Adjust the seatback a maximum of 1 detent for manual seats and not more than 2  from the manufacturer’s recommended angle found in step 11.3, to bring the head angles within/or as close as possible to specification. Return to step 18.7.
	Without inducing pelvis or torso movement, position the right foot in contact with the accelerator pedal such that the midline of the foot is in the same vertical plane as L1 (longitudinal line parallel with vehicle centerline which passes through PRP...
	To the extent practicable, keep the right thigh and the leg in a vertical plane. Rotate the toe towards the shin of the ATD to minimize the compression of the accelerator pedal while maintaining contact with the pedal.
	The heel shall remain as close as practicable to RHP but always within the heel point zone (RHP ± 10 mm fore-aft).
	18.12.2 Left Foot Placement – Does the vehicle have a footrest?
	Yes. The LHP created in step 7 is not used. Place the foot on the footrest. Go to steps 18.12.3 and 18.12.4.
	No. Go to step 18.12.5.

	18.12.3 Place the heel on the floor pan at the intersection of the foot rest and the floor pan. To the extent practicable, keep the left thigh and leg in a vertical plane, rotate the leg about the hip the minimal amount needed to maximize contact with...
	If the foot sole of the foot cannot rest on the footrest due to the footrest angle, rotate the ankle as far forward as possible, while maintaining the heel location at the intersection of the floor pan and the footrest.
	18.12.4  When the foot is placed on the footrest, does the footrest elevate the left heel more than 20 mm above (vertical axis) the right heel?
	No. Go to step 18.13.
	Yes. Position the foot off the footrest using step 18.12.5.

	18.12.5 If there is not a footrest or the foot cannot be placed due to Step 18.12.4;
	To the extent practicable keep the left thigh and the leg in a vertical plane throughout the procedure. With the midline of the foot in the same vertical plane as L2, place the heel on LHP or as close as possible within the heel point zone. If the lef...
	__The left foot reaches the toe board without adjusting the foot or leg. Record final knee spacing below and go to step 18.13.
	__The foot does not reach the toe board and does not contact the brake or clutch pedal with foot rotated forward as far as possible (plantar flexion). Record final knee spacing below and go to step 18.13.
	The left foot contacts the brake or clutch pedal.
	__Rotate the foot about the leg (abduction) the minimal amount needed to avoid pedal contact. If the heel is not in the heel point zone, move the heel forward to the middle of the heel point zone and LHP to the extent practicable. Rotate the foot towa...
	____Seat is already at mid-track and dummy is within specified head/pelvis angles and H-point location. Go to step 18.14.
	____Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater than 5 mm. Adjust the seat forward, without going forward of mid-track, until a clearance of 5 mm or less is achieved.
	___ Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is not greater than 5 mm. No adjustments required.
	Record seat position: _____ mm rearward of mid-track.
	Go to step 18.14.

	18.14.1 Place both upper arms at the first detent downward of the horizontal arm position detent.
	Is the seat belt used for this test?
	Yes. Go to step 18.14.2.
	No. Stop, seating completed.

	18.14.2 Fasten the seat belt around the dummy.
	18.14.3 Remove all slack from the lap belt portion.
	18.14.4 Pull the upper torso webbing out of the retractor and allow it to retract; repeat this four times.


	Seating and Positioning Procedures for the WorldSID 50TH Percentile Male Dummy (WSID-50M) – Right Front Passenger Position
	11.5.1 Tighten the pins so that the foot angle is not more than 130 .
	11.5.2  With the T-bar level, place the left foot on the toe board with the rearmost point of the heel resting on the floor pan as close as possible to the point of intersection of the planes described by the toe board and the floor pan and not on the...
	11.5.3 With the T-bar level, place the right foot on the toe board with the rearmost point of the heel resting on the floor pan as close as possible to the point of intersection of the planes described by the toe board and the floor pan and not on the...
	__Foot on toe board
	__Foot on floor pan
	11.5.4 Space the lower legs 270 mm (10.6 in) apart, equally spaced about the centerline of the H-point machine.
	13.1 Follow the procedures in the WSID-50M Qualification Manual for setting the joint torques. Adjust the dummy's neck bracket to align the zero-degree index mark as specified in the user’s manual.
	13.2 Verify the head and pelvis tilt sensors installed in the dummy are reading correctly about the X and Y axes.
	13.3   Verify the seat back and base angles and the seat belt height adjustment are in the correct locations.
	14.5 Lift the feet and slide the seat forward to 25 mm rearward of mid-track or the detent closest to this position that is not greater than 25 mm rearward of mid-track. Adjust the feet as necessary. If there is knee/leg contact with the knee bolster ...
	__Yes. Lift the feet and slide the seat to 50 mm rearward of mid-track or the detent closest to this position that is not greater than 50 mm rearward of mid-track. If there is still interference (within 5 mm), continue to move the seat rearward in 25 ...
	14.8   Verify/measure the pelvis angles using the tilt angle sensors installed in the test dummy. Verify that the pelvis angles are 0 ± 2.5  (about the X-axis) and 0  ± 2.5  (about the Y-axis).
	14.11.2 Can the dummy’s head/neck be adjusted to obtain the head tilt sensor specifications of 0 ± 2.5  (X) and 0  ± 2.5  (Y) without interacting with the head restraint?
	___No. Neck was adjusted, but the head is still not within the specifications. Go to Step 14.11.3.
	___No. Neck cannot be adjusted because of interference with the head restraint. Go to Step 14.11.3.

	14.12.3 If either of the dummy’s legs contact the vehicle’s interior, shift only the knee with clearance issues inboard or outboard the minimum required to avoid contact (not to exceed 10 mm), without the inner thigh crossing the centerline of the sea...
	__N/A- there was no leg contact.
	__Knees were shifted for clearance.
	Final Knee Spacing: ______ mm
	14.13 Verify that the head and pelvis angles and the H-point location are within the specifications (steps 14.8, 14.9, and 14.11). For a seat that is not in mid-track, if the dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater than 5 ...
	___Seat is already at mid-track and dummy is within specified head/pelvis angles and H-point location. Go to step 14.14.
	Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is greater than 5 mm. Adjust the seat forward, without going forward of mid-track, until a clearance of 5 mm or less is achieved.
	Dummy leg/knee to knee bolster/instrument panel clearance is not greater than 5 mm. No adjustments required.
	Record seat position:        mm rearward of mid-track.
	Go to step 14.14.

	14.14 Arm and belt placement. Verify the shoulders of the dummy are rotated fully rearward.
	14.14.1 Place the both of the upper arms adjacent to the torso with the centerline as close to a vertical plane as possible;


	APPENDIX B: Driver Position Plots
	APPENDIX C: Right Front Passenger Position Plots
	APPENDIX D: Measurements for Seating Evaluation
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